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ABSTRACT 

In the summer of 2012, Philips signed a multi-year outsourcing IT contract with Cognizant 
Technology Solutions. One of Philips’ questions to Cognizant concerns the means to accomplish the 
following two goals: “To treat information as a differentiating asset to Philips and make that 
information available as a service to all those who are in need of timely, complete and accurate 
data.” This study focuses on the performance of this Information Factory, specifically the near real-
time requirement. This performance is measured by the ability of the systems to get all the data in 
the Information Factory in a timely manner.  

The conclusions of this research are: 

 Determining the bottlenecks and increasing their capacity results in a very large decrease of 
transaction times.  

 For realistic load scenarios, increasing the capacity of the ESB to 8 million bytes per second 
and the capacity of the users to 240 million bytes per second shows an average transaction 
time of 5 seconds.  

 Properly increasing the capacity of only two components resulted in a reduction in 
transaction time by a factor of 10.   
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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY 

Context 

In the summer of 2012, Philips signed a multi-year outsourcing IT contract with Cognizant 
Technology Solutions. One of Philips’ questions to Cognizant concerns the means to accomplish the 
following two goals: To treat information as a differentiating asset to Philips and make that 
information available as a service to all those who are in need of timely, complete and accurate 
data. To accomplish these goals, an Information Factory will be created. An Information Factory is a 
software component that acts as a data service, i.e. it makes available one or more service 
operations through which service consumers can access information present in the factory. In 
simple terms, an Information Factory combines a data store with a service interface. The 
Information Factory has the following requirements: 

- The Information Factory should be near real-time: A change in the data in the source 
systems should be visible in the Information Factory within 8 minutes. 

- There should be minimal to no footprint on the SAP R/3 side to maintain the adaptability 
and speed of rollout.  

- The SOA-enabled aspect of the Information Factory, which means that direct writes into the 
Teradata database should be avoided. 

- The Information Factory should be data model agnostic: it should be capable of adopting a 
chosen data model through a domain model. 

Goal 

To be able to meet all these requirements, the relation between capacity and performance needs to 
be clear. This study focuses on the performance of this Information Factory, specifically the near 
real-time requirement. This is measured by the ability to get all the data in the Information Factory 
in a timely manner. The goal is to be able to predict, for different capacity estimations, if the system 
is able to meet the near real-time requirement. 

Methods 

To meet the project goal, it is key to determine the size and distribution of data that will be the 
input for the system. Next to this, it must be determined how much data the different components 
of the system can handle. Only when all this is known, an accurate performance measurement can 
be done. However, the size and distribution of the input data, as well as the amount of data the 
system can handle, can change strongly over time. A prediction for future requirements can be 
determined by creating a simulation of the behavior of the different systems when under different 
data demands. This should result in a simulation model of the availability of the Information 
Factory, where the delay in each system is calculated, with different capacity options as input. This 
analysis should be repeatable, with different parameters or renewed historical data.  
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Results and conclusions 

The Enterprise Service Bus is the bottleneck under the current estimations. Even though the 
simulation showed that data was able to transfer to the output components within the near-real 
time requirement, it is likely that this won’t be the case in the long run. If the four queues that are 
increasing keep increasing with the same rate, the near-real time requirement will not be met while 
running the system for a longer period. 

The different kernels have different amounts of data to be transferred, which could result an 
average transfer rate meeting the near real time requirement, while some of the kernels might not 
meet this requirement. When the system is in place, it is important that a check takes place whether 
all kernels meet the requirement, and not only the total average.  

The way data is transferred after the PowerCenter component can have a large influence on the 
transaction time. Even though direct writes to the Teradata database are to be avoided, the high 
increase in speed suggests that this option needs to be re-evaluated.  

Determining the bottlenecks and increasing their capacity results in a very large decrease in 
transaction times. Increasing the capacity of the ESB and the users shows an average transaction 
time of 5 seconds. Changing the capacity of only two components resulted in a reduction of 
transaction time by a factor of 10.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter will give a short introduction to the project, by giving a brief description of the context, 
the problem, the goal and the research questions.  

1.1 CONTEXT 

In the summer of 2012, Philips signed a multi-year outsourcing IT contract with Cognizant 
Technology Solutions. Phillips has selected Cognizant Technology Solutions as a partner to turn the 
IT organization of Philips into an output based managed-service model that provides services and 
products to multiple divisions and over multiple business domains. One of Philips’ questions to 
Cognizant concerns the means to accomplish the following two goals: 

 “To treat information as a differentiating asset to Philips and make that information available 
as a service to all those who are in need of timely, complete and accurate data.” 

To accomplish these goals, an Information Factory is being created. An Information Factory is 
defined by Bert Hooyman (Enterprise Information Architect at Philips) as follows:  

“An Information Factory is a software component that acts as a data service, i.e. it makes 
available one or more service operations through which service consumers can access 
information present in the factory. In simple terms, an Information Factory combines a data 
store with a service interface.” (Hooyman, 2012) 

The Information Factory is a product in co-design between Philips and Cognizant and currently 
runs as a project at Philips. The Information Factory seeks to establish a provision for information 
delivery with the following purposes: 

- Reduce costs through simplification of the data landscape.  
- Simplify through application of standard solution patterns.  
- Accelerate rollout through introduction of a reusable information delivery component.  
- Facilitate access to high-quality information through services. 
- Harmonize using agreed-upon domain models, though avoiding an enterprise information 

model.  
- Speed up information delivery using a ‘data push’ capability. 
- Adapt to specific business needs, for example using more detailed domain models or local 

data warehouses. 
- Connect to SAP instances using a reusable connector. 

 
This leads to the following requirements: 

- The Information Factory should be near real-time: A change in the data in the source 
systems should be visible in the Information Factory within 8 minutes. 

- There should be minimal to no footprint on the SAP R/3 side to maintain the adaptability 
and speed of rollout.  

- The SOA-enabled aspect of the Information Factory, which means that direct writes into the 
Teradata database should be avoided. 
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- The Information Factory should be data model agnostic: it should be capable of adopting a 
chosen data model through a domain model. 

This study focuses on the performance of this Information Factory, specifically the near real-time 
requirement. This is measured by the ability to get all the data in the Information Factory in a 
timely manner. To investigate the performance of the Information Factory, we must first 
understand how the Information Factory works.  Figure 1 shows a simplified version of the path the 
data will follow from the source systems to the Information Factory. 

 

FIGURE 1: SIMPLIFIED VERSION OF DATA EXTRACTION PATH 

The data inserted into the SAP R3 system is saved in the Oracle database. Every change in this 
database results in a log, which will be read by the Change Data Capture component. The Change 
Data Capture component sends these changes to the Informatica PowerCenter that transfers these 
changes to the Information Factories, while passing through the Enterprise Service Bus, to be 
stored in the Teradata database. The real-time requirement encompasses the goal that data must be 
processed within 8 minutes. 

To determine the performance of the Information Factory, the speed and the use of capacity along 
this path will be investigated. However, before doing so, it is important to understand how the 
different systems work together along the data path. Chapter 2 will elucidate the different sections 
of this path. 

1.2 PROBLEM 

The problem is that the relation between capacity and performance is not known. To be able to use 
the Information Factory effectively and efficiently, the data path must be highly available, without 
leaving a lot of expensive data capacity unused. Determining the capacity for each system, keeping 
the availability high and the total costs low is a difficult task. While creating a system like an 
Information Factory, many decisions are taken concerning capacity. The right balance between 
system availability and making large investments in capacity is difficult to find. Since the data 
extraction from the SAP R3 system to the Information Factory will concern a transfer through the 
different systems in a series, the capacity of all the different systems influences the process. An 
investment in capacity in one system might be useless without an investment in a different system. 
Figure 2 shows an generic example of this.  
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FIGURE 2: EXAMPLE OF SYSTEM IN SERIES WITH BOTTLENECK 

The figure shows a system in series, where their respective capacity is 

displayed as the width of the part. Here it is easy to see that increasing 

the capacity of system B does not necessarily benefit the capacity of the 

entire network of systems, since it could just have added to the 

bottleneck that was already present at system F. Furthermore, the large 

capacity of system D might be redundant; if a cheaper solution will 

provide equal capacity as for instance system C, this would be 

sufficient. 

1.3 RESEARCH GOAL 

The goal of this study is to find a permanent way to predict the performance of the entire system 
while being able to adapt to changes in the data. Firstly, it is key to determine the size and 
distribution of data that will be the input for the system. Secondly, it must be determined how much 
data the different components of the system can handle. Only when all this is known, an accurate 
performance measure can be done. However, the size and distribution of the input data, as well as 
the amount of data the system can handle, can change over time. By creating a simulation of the 
behavior of the different systems, when under different data demands, a prediction for future 
requirements can be determined. This should result in a simulation model of the availability of the 
Information Factory, where the delay in each system is calculated, with different capacity options as 
input. This analysis should be repeatable, with different parameters or renewed historical data.  

1.4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS  

To achieve this goal, the following questions need to be answered:  
 
Making an estimate of the needs of the system: 

- What is the size and distribution of the input data?  
- What is the average capacity of the different components of the system? 

Creating a simulation that can measure the performance of the Information Factory: 

- Under the current estimates, can the system meet the near-real time requirement of 
transferring all data within 8 minutes? 

- What are the effects of small changes in these estimates? 
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2 INFORMATION FACTORY DATA PATH 

This chapter will explore the path data follows from a change in data in the SAP R/3 source systems 
to a change in the Information Factory. Figure 3 is a graphical display of this path.  

 

FIGURE 3: DATA PATH 

The data path starts with the SAP application. Most of the data is found in SAP R/3 systems. SAP 
R/3 is an integrated software solution that incorporates the key business functions of the 
organization. 

Philips currently has 18 SAP R/3 kernels, which can be grouped as follows: 

- Consumer Lifestyle: CEP, SPC 
- Healthcare: MBP, MCP, MPD, MP1, PR1, PRD (=> HHS) 
- Lighting: A01, GP1, PRD, PR2, PR4 
- Corporate: TEP 
- Others: CTP, EMP, HRP, One SAP Master Data 

All of the SAP R/3 kernels run on an Oracle database. The database is addressed by the SAP 
application server. When the Oracle database process writes something to the database, it 
simultaneously writes a change record to the ‘redo log file’. Oracle uses its logs for multiple 
purposes. As a consequence, there are more than 150 different record types in the log files, grouped 
in various layers with subcodes covering various events: 

- Data Manipulation Language (DML) events:  
- INSERT 
- UPDATE 
- DELETE  

- Data Definition Language (DDL)events: 
- CREATE TABLE 
- ALTER TABLE 

- Transactions events such as: 
- COMMIT 
- ROLLBACK 
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- Index events that pertain to the physical organization of the database, not the contents of 
the actual data, for instance the management of leaf blocks in an index 

For the real time Information Factory data supply, we are mostly interested in the DML events. 
These events represent changes in SAP, which also should result in changes in the Information 
Factory. All these log records are written by the LogWriter process in Oracle, to a log file until that 
file is full. This will often take minutes, but in exceptional peak conditions in Philips, this may just 
take a few seconds. Then LogWriter opens a new log file and closes the old one. This process is 
called a log switch. The old log files stay where they are until they are removed, typically archived. 
This produces a trail of log files that shows how the database evolved over time. The process of 
capturing these changes to the data is called Change Data Capture. Change Data Capture is the 
continuous, near-real time process of reading the database logs to detect transactions and other 
events as they unfold in the database. 

 
FIGURE 4: OVERVIEW OF CHANGE DATA CAPTURE PROCESS  

 

The Change Data Capture process which Informatica calls the Informatica PowerExchange Express, 
runs on the Oracle server and in normal operation plays catch-up with the LogWriter process, 
picking up the Oracle log file records as fast as LogWriter writes them as displayed in Figure 5. Here 
the colored lines correspond with the colored lines in Figure 4. 
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FIGURE 5: WRITE- AND READ POINTERS ON THE ORACLE REDO LOGFILES 

Informatica PowerExchange Express can be configured using a component called PowerCenter 
Navigator that can connect with both PowerCenter and PowerExchange Express. This component 
runs on a client (for instance, a PC) and has the capability to set up PowerExchange to selectively 
pick up DML change records (the INSERTS, UPDATES and DELETES that were mentioned before). It 
picks up these change records by selecting the relevant tables, to decide which PowerCenter sub 
process to send the records to and which attributes in a selected table are relevant to be considered 
a change. PowerExchange Express selects the records as per the Navigator settings, only picking up 
completed transactions and maintaining the original sequence of the SAP R/3 application and 
Oracle database. Then it stores them in a condensed log and sends them to the Informatica 
PowerCenter.  

An Enterprise Service Bus is part of an infrastructure, a messaging bus based on Web Service 
standards. It is a platform for Web Service intermediaries, and fills a core infrastructural role in a 
service-oriented architecture (Jie-Zhang, 2011). The ESB provides connectivity, transformation and 
routing of requests. It is the link between the Informatica PowerCenter and the Information Factory 
Services. The ESB is part of the context of Philips’ requirement of Information Factory. The 
following functionalities are achieved in the ESB: 

- Provide an interface for decoupling the Information Factories and the consuming 
applications. 

- Provide the infrastructure for the pub/sub mechanism as required. 
- Interface the Information Factories and the data sources. 

The key requirement of the Information Factory services platform is that it should be capable of 
producing relational data store, application services, OR/M to decouple the business logic from 
Database and User Interface, from the fed in domain model in an industrialized manner. The 
platform should be capable enough to produce multiple information factories of any business 
domain complying domain Meta model (Thiruvengadam, 2013). The Information Factory services 
can be seen as the user interfaces for all data collected. 

Behind the Information Factory services lies the Teradata database which stores all data.   
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3 PERFORMANCE MODEL 

To analyze the potential performance of the Information Factory, firstly, we will propose a 
simulation model for the entire network. Secondly, the input scenarios for the simulation will be 
specified.  

3.1 SIMULATION MODEL 

To be able to analyze the performance of the Information Factory, a simulation model is created 
that simulates the data extraction path, making it possible to discover potential delays in the path. 
For the simulation, all the actions the different components perform will be narrowed down to 
processing input and producing output.  

Figure 6 is a graphical representation of the simulation model. The green components represent 
input components; their output is seen as input for the model. The blue components represent 
processing components; they process an input and transfer it to the connected components. The 
yellow components represent output components; where users should be able to access data. A 
short explanation about the different components follows shortly. A detailed description of the 
possible specifications can be found in the section 3.1.2.  

Input components 

The 18 kernels and the three external input components are the input components for the 
simulation model. For each of these components, specifications about their output can be adjusted. 
Each second, a certain amount of data arrives at the system. The number of transactions per second 
can be specified.  The amount of data in each transaction will most likely not be constant. Therefore, 
for every transaction, the amount of data will be simulated by a probability distribution.  A choice 
can be made between one of the following distributions: 

- Deterministic  
- Normal 
- Exponential 
- Bernoulli 

Output components 

The components External outflow and Users are components where users can access data. The 
near-real time requirement that all data needs to be transferred within 8 minutes needs to be 
measured at these points. The data must be available in the components connected to the output 
components within this time interval.  

Processing components 

The other components are processing components. Every second, they receive a certain amount of 
input from a different component, process this and send it to a different component. They process 
at a certain process rate. If the component cannot process all the input it received in a second, a 
queue will form. In this simulation model, it is assumed that the queue has infinite space.  For every 
second, the amount of data the component can process is simulated by a probability distribution. 
The first choice to be made for each component is if their processing rate is dependent on the queue 
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length or not. Some components might process slower (or faster) if there is a lot of data to be 
processed. The next choice specifies the probability distribution that will simulate the variations in 
the amount of data the component can process. A choice can be made between one of the following 
distributions: 

- Deterministic  
- Normal 
- Exponential 

Thirdly, the data size ratio can be specified. Some components send out a different number of 
transactions per second or a different transaction size than they receive. The data size ratio is the 
percentage that the data increases or decreases, where 100% stands for an equal data size.  

Network 

The connections between the different components go through different VLAN networks. The total 
number of networks can be specified. It can be indicated for the two connected components which 
network lies between these components. These networks each have a certain capacity. The 
different connections can run on the same network, sharing the available capacity and sharing the 
queue. Since the model allows specification of which connection belongs to which network, this 
requires a lot of flexibility in the queuing model.   

The networks are also seen as components that process the data. When the total input exceeds the 
processing capacity of these networks, queues must be formed and the capacity needs to be divided 
among the networks.  
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FIGURE 6: FLOW CHART OF SIMULATION MODEL 
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3.1.1 QUEUING MODEL 

The queuing model behind this graphical representation is displayed in Figure 7. A larger image can 
be found in the appendix (8.1). The names of the networks, like for instance ‘Network A1’, are 
purely representational; the specific network they belong to can be specified.   

 

FIGURE 7: QUEUING MODEL 
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The parameters for input component i are described as follows: 

                                       

                                      in bytes          *                                          + 

                                         *                                          + 

                                                          

                                               

All these parameters are chosen for all I input components and do not change during the 
simulation. 

For                 ,   (  ) denotes a deterministically distributed random variable with 
parameter   , which is always equal to   . For          ,   (     ) denotes a normally distributed 
random variable with average    and a standard variation of    . For               ,   (  ) denotes an 
exponentially distributed random variable with parameter   . For             ,   (     ) denotes a 
Bernoulli distributed random variable with parameters         . 

Now we define the following random variable: 

                                              

     

{
 
 

 
 
  (  )                                       

  (     )                                        

  (  )                                         

  (     )                                      

  

The parameters for processing component i are described as follows: 

                                                          *                                + 

                                             *                                + 

                                                             

All these parameters are chosen for all I processing components and do not change during the 
simulation. 

Whether or not the processing rate is dependent of the queue length is depicted in the queue 
dependency indicator. 

                                          *   + 

Where      indicates no queue dependency and      indicates a queue dependency in accordance 
with the following queue dependency coordinates:  

  
     

    
    

     
    

                                            

This is further clarified in section 3.1.2.2.  
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Define     as the fraction of the shared capacity this component is able to use from the entire 
capacity. This value of fraction depends on the output rates of all processing components that share 
this capacity.  

                            

We define the following random variable: 

                                                             

     

{
 
 

 
 
  (  )                                          

  (     )                                           

  (  )                                            

  (     )                                          

  

with  

   {
                                  
                                 

 

where  

    

{
 
 

 
 
      
     

       ( 
      
     

)                                                    

 
      
     

          ( 
      
     

)                                         

 

 

The data size ratio specifies if a component alters the number of transactions or the size of the data 
it processes. 

                                          *   + 

Where      indicates no changes, and      indicates a change in either the number of 
transactions or the size of the data. Whether a transaction is split up in multiple transactions or 
multiple transactions are compressed into a one transaction is given by the variable     . The variable 
  
  shows the difference in size after the data is processed. 

  
                                                             

  
                                              

The data size ratio has an effect on the size of the output of processing component i. We define: 

                                                 

                                                         

then 
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3.1.2 COMPONENT PROPERTY SPECIFICATIONS 

Each of the input components, processing components and output components has a form in which 
their properties can be specified.  

3.1.2.1 PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 

For each component, a choice can be made between different probability distributions. These 
distributions can provide a randomly generated number subject to the parameters submitted. 
This paragraph will clarify each distribution. For an example of each distribution, ‘probability 
distribution: Random number generator’ can be clicked in the simulation f ile.  

Deterministic distribution 

A deterministic distribution will always produce the same output. If deterministic distribution is 
chosen, an average needs to be specified. This means that every second, the same amount of data 
enters the system.  

Normal distribution 

This option will provide a random amount of data. This random amount of data is normally 
distributed. When this option is chosen, an average and a standard deviation need to be specified.  

Exponential distribution 

This option will provide a random amount of data. This random amount of data is exponentially 
distributed. When this option is chosen, only an average needs to be specified. The standard 
deviation does not need to be specified. The standard deviation of an exponential distribution is 
always the same as its average.  

Bernoulli distribution 

The Bernoulli distribution is a discrete probability distribution with success probability p. This 
option will provide a value of α with probability p, and a value of 0 with probability 1 - p. When this 
option is chosen, an average needs to be specified. If the average amount of data that arrives is μ, 
then the amount of data that arrives each time the binomial distribution decides that data arrives is 

equal to    
 
 ⁄ .  

An example: 

The option ‘Bernoulli distributed’ is chosen with the following 

parameters: 

Average = 100 

Probability = 0. 2 

   
 
 ⁄        ⁄      

The probability of an outcome of 500 is now 20%. The probability of an 

outcome 0 is now 80% this could result in the following output:  
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For the input components all four distributions can be chosen to describe the amount of data that 
enters the system. For the processing components, the Bernoulli distribution cannot be chosen. For 
these components, the random number generator will decide how long it will take for a specific 
component to process a certain amount of data. If the processing rate is equal to zero, this would 
mean that the data would not be processed.  

3.1.2.2 QUEUE LENGTH DEPENDENCY 

When the average amount of data that can be processed by a component is dependent on the 
length of the queue at that component at that time, the option ‘Queue dependent’ can be 
selected. Now, a pointwise linear function must be defined. 

Pointwise linear function 

If the processing rate is influenced by the amount of data that needs to be processed, the processing 
rate can be set to pointwise linear. With a pointwise linear function, the coordinates of three points 
can be specified. From these three points, a function is derived that represents the distribution of 
these three points.  

For example, assume that through testing the following service rates were measured with different 
queue lengths, as shown in the following Table 1.  With these results we can estimate the average 
service time at different queue lengths, by following the two linear lines that go through these 
points, as shown in the following Figure 8.  

Pointwise linear 

Queue length Service rate per second 

x1 30 y1 25 

x2 60 y2 20 

x3 90 y3 10 

TABLE 1: QUEUE LENGTH DEPENDENCY EXAMPLE 
 

FIGURE 8: QUEUE DEPENDENCY EXAMPLE 
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The formulas for these two linear lines can be calculated as follows: 

To find the equations for these lines we define the points a, b and c with 

the following coordinates: 

  (     ) 

  (     ) 

  (     ) 

Then the following equations can be formed: 

               

               

               

               

The values of   ,   ,   , and    can be derived from these equations as 

follows: 
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Giving the following processing rate per second:  

For input      : 

                               
      
     

       ( 
      
     

)    

For input      : 

                               
      
     

          ( 
      
     

)    

This formula will be used to define the average service rate under a certain queue length. This 
average service rate will be the input for the chosen probability distribution. Therefore, when 
‘Queue dependent’ is chosen, the parameter average does not need to be specified.  
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3.1.2.3 SHARED PROCESSING 

At a certain point in time, the processing components and networks will most likely have to 
process multiple transactions at once. One can specify how the component will handle a new 
transaction when it is already processing a transaction. The choice can be made between two 
methods. 

Sequential processing 

No transactions will be processed simultaneously. The processing component will completely 
finish processing the first transaction before it starts processing the next transaction.  

Shared processing 

When a new transaction arrives, a new processing rate is calculated. It is calculate d for the 
older transaction how much data still needs to be transferred. The processing rate is adjusted 
according to the total data that needs to be transferred by the component at that point. This 
results in a different finishing time. The deviation of the processing rate is illustrated in the 
following example: 

A processing component has a capacity of 1000 bytes per second. The 

first transaction arrives with 400 bytes of data. In this example data 

size is in bytes, time is in seconds and capacity is in bytes per second. 

The processing time of this transaction will be:  

                
         

        
                                  

   

    
 

               

After 0.1 seconds another transaction arrives. This transaction has 100 

bytes of data. The processing time for this transaction is calculated as 

follows. Take note that a transaction is only removed from the queue 

once it is completely processed. 

                
         

        
                                   

   

    
 

               

The processing time left on the first transaction is 0.3 seconds. 

Calculating backwards from the current processing time, this amounts 

to the following: 
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As shown in the example, the capacity is spread evenly among the transactions. When a 
transaction is finished, the same adjustment must be done, but now the processing time will 
decrease. 

3.1.2.4 MEASURING RESULTS 

The average length of all queues is logged throughout the simulation. When “calculate 
elaborate results” is selected, the state of all queues during the entire simulation is logged. A 
part of the results is a graph showing the different state of the queues. However, for large 
simulation runs, Excel does not have enough memory to save all this information. When 
“calculate elaborate results” is not selected, the average length of the queues is calculated in a 
different way. Every time a queue changes in size, the size it was before is multiplied b y the 
time it was this size and added to a ‘QueueSum’. At the end of the simulation this sum is 
divided by the time the simulation ran. This way a weighted average is calculated, with the 
time as the weights. The following example demonstrates how this is calculated. 
 

At time 1, 100 bytes of data enter the queue. At time 3, 80 bytes of data leave  

the queue. At time 5, 20 bytes of data enter the queue. At time 6 , 20 bytes of 

data leave the queue. This is displayed in Figure 9.  

 

FIGURE 9: QUEUE SIZE EXAMPLE 

Every time the queue changes in size, the following is calculated.  

                                         (             ) 

Add the end of the simulation the sum is divided by the total time. For this 

example this would result in the following average queue length:  

                      
(   )  (     )  (    )  (    )
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3.1.3 SIMULATION PSEUDO CODE 

The simulation can be described as a discrete event simulation. Each event occurs at a 
particular instant in time and marks a change of state in the system. Between consecutive 
events, no change in the system is assumed to occur; thus the simulation can directly jump in 
time from one event to the next (Robinson, 1994). 

Each event object contains the following information: 

- Event type 
- Event time  
- Data size 
- Component number 
- Next component 
- Initialization time  

The simulation consists of an initialization section, a loop section and, a result section.  

3.1.3.1 INITILIZATION SECTION 

Before the simulation can start, the input time and run time must be specified. The input time 
represents the number of seconds for which input is simulated. The run time represents the 
number of seconds for which the simulation runs.  

While initializing the simulation an event array is created that consists of arrival events; data 
in one of the input components that needs to be transferred to the output components. All 
these arrival events have a specific event type, event time, data size, component number, next 
component and initialization time. For these arrival events, the initialization time is equal to 
the event time.  

 

Initialize simulation: 

'Add kernel arrivals  

For i = 1 To InputTime 

        For k = 1 To NumberOfKernels 

            For j = 1 To TransactionRate_Kernel(k) 

                EventType = "Arrival_From_Kernel" 

                NextComponent = "NetworkA" & k 

                DataSize = GetCurrentOutputRate("Kernel", k) 

                If DataSize > 0 Then 

                    StartTime = i 

                    EventTime = i 

                    EventList.AddEvent (EventType, k, NextComponent, DataSize, StartTime, EventTime) 

                End If 

            Next j 

        Next k 

    Next i 

'Add external inflow arrivals 
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     For k = 1 To NumberOfExternalInflow 

        For i = 1 To InputRuntime 

            For j = 1 To TransactionRate_ExternalInflow(k) 

                EventType = "Arrival_From_External_Inflow" 

                If k = 1 Then 

                    NextComponent = "NetworkE" 

                ElseIf k = 2 Then 

                    NextComponent = "NetworkG" 

                End If 

                DataSize = GetCurrentOutputRate("ExternalInflow", k) 

                If DataSize > 0 Then 

                StartTime = i 

                EventTime = i 

                EventList.AddEvent (EventType, k, NextComponent, DataSize, StartTime, EventTime) 

                End If 

            Next j 

        Next i 

    Next k 

 

Next to this, queues are created for each component and initialized with a length of zero.  
 

3.1.3.2 LOOP SECTION 

 
For the rest of the simulation, the method ‘Handle events’ runs a loop. This method checks if 
there are still events to be handled, and if the run time has not been exceeded.   
 

Handle events 

Do While CurrentEvent.EventTime < Stoptime And EventList.NumberOfEvents > 0  

   Set CurrentEvent = EventList.GetNextEvent 

   HandleCurrentEvent 

   EventList.RemoveEvent 

Loop 

 
The method ‘Handle current event’ evaluates an event, and creates the proper events that this 
event might result in. For each type of event, this method does something different.  
 

Handle current event 

‘Calculate queues 

Calculate the average queue for previous component 

Remove event from previous queue 

Calculate the average queue for next component 

Add event to current queue 

'Calculate time it will take to process this event 
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ProcessingRate = GetCurrentProcessingRate(Component,ComponentNumber, QueueSize) 

ProcessingTime = CurrentEvent.DataSize / ProcessingRate 

'Create new event 

NewEventType = "Processed_Through_" + [Name of current component] 

NewComponentNumber = CurrentEvent.ComponentNumber 

NewNextComponent = [Name of next component] 

NewDataSize = DataSizeRatio*CurrentEvent.DataSize 

NewStartTime = CurrentEvent.InitializeTime 

NewEventTime = CurrentEvent.EventTime + ProcessingTime 

'Add new event to eventlist 

EventList.AddEvent(NewEventType, NewComponentNumber, NewNextComponent, NewDataSize, 

NewStartTime, NewEventTime) 

 

As an example, the following sequence of events would follow from one arrival from kernel 1: 

1. Arrival from kernel 1 

2. Processed through network A1 

3. Processed through PWXLogger 1 

4. Processed through network B1 

5. Processed through PWXListener 1 

6. Processed through network C1 

7. Processed through switch 

8. Processed through network D 

9. Processed through PowerCenter  

10. Processed through network H (This depends on a probability, the other option is processed through 

network I) 

11. Processed through ESB 

12. Processed through network J 

13. Processed through IFS 

Parallel: 

14. Processed through network M 

15. Processed through switch  

14. Processed through network K 

15. Processed through External outflow 

16. Processed through network N 

17. Processed through Terada database 

18. Processed through network O 

19. Processed through switch 

20. Processed through network P 

21. Processed through users 

 

The complete pseudocode for the method ‘handle current event’ can be found in the VBA code 
of the Excel file. 

3.1.3.3 RESULT SECTION 

The length of all the queues is registered throughout the simulation. Next to this, when data is 
processed through one of the output components, the method ‘Save transferred data’ is called.  
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Save transferred data 

InitializeTime(NumberOfTransactionsTransfered) = CurrentEvent.InitializeTime 

EventTime(NumberOfTransactionsTransfered) = CurrentEvent.EventTime 

DataSize(NumberOfTransactionsTransfered) = CurrentEvent.DataSize 

Duration(NumberOfTransactionsTransfered) = CurrentEvent.EventTime - CurrentEvent.InitializeTime 

 

As results, we now have: 

- The queue length for each component throughout the simulation. 
- The time it took for all the data to get from an input component to an output 

component. 

According to these results the different components are divided into sections corresponding to 
the quartiles of the average queue lengths of all components.  

            

Fastest component        0-25% quartile          25-50% quartile         50-75% quartile        75-100% quartile     Slowest component 

This shows which components can be viewed as bottlenecks. Next to this, we look at the 
average time it took the data to travel from an input component to an output component, and 
what percentage of the data met the near-real time requirement.  
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3.2 INPUT SCENARIOS 

Following discussions with experts some input scenarios are drafted. To be able to analyze the 
performance of the Information Factory, input parameters for the simulation model need to be 
provided. The following parameters need to be estimated: 

- Average output rate and probability distribution per second for each of the following 
components: 

o 18 kernels  
o 2 external inflows 

- Average processing rate and probability distribution per second for each of the following 
components: 

o 18 PWX loggers 
o 18 PWX listeners 
o Switch 
o PowerCenter 
o Enterprise Service Bus 
o Information Factory services 
o Teradata Database 
o External outflow 
o Users 

- The number of different networks, their capacity and which network connects which 
components.  

- The path after PowerCenter: which percentage of data goes directly through to the switch as 
a batch and which percentage goes through the ESB and the Information Factory services.  

For a proper analysis, we look at a standard scenario, which was estimated by consulting several 
subject-matter experts. Slight adjustments to this scenario provide three interesting alternative 
scenarios. 

3.2.1 STANDARD SCENARIO 

Input components 

After analyzing the SAP tables, it appears that a total of 15000 transactions per second can be 
expected. Every transaction is on average 1000 bytes (L'Ami, 2013). The initial setup of the system 
does not include any external inflow, therefore this is not included in the standard scenario. 

Component 
Number of transactions 

per second 
Probability 
distribution 

Average size in 
bytes per second 

Standard deviation 
in bytes per second 

SAP kernel 833 Normal 1,000  200  

External inflow 0 Deterministic 0 0 

 

Processing components 

Consulting with experts on the different components resulted in the capacity estimations as 
displayed in Table 2. 
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Component Capacity according to experts 

PWX logger 120-150 gigabyte per hour 

PWX listener 120-150 gigabyte per hour 

PowerCenter 18*120-150 gigabyte per hour 

Switch 1 gigabyte per second 

ESB 2 million bytes per second 

IFS 30 million bytes per second 

Teradata Database 30 million bytes per second 

Users 30 million bytes per second 

External Outflow 30 million bytes per second 

TABLE 2: CAPACITY ESTIMATIONS BY EXPERTS 

This resulted in the scenario settings displayed in Table 3.  

Component 
Probability 
distribution 

Average in bytes 
per second 

Standard deviation 
in bytes per second 

Data size ratio: 
Number of 

transactions 

Data size ratio: 
Amount of data 

PWX logger Normal 144,955,146,240  21,474,836,480  10% 100% 

PWX listener Normal 144,955,146,240  21,474,836,480  100% 100% 

PowerCenter Normal 724,775,731.20 107,374,182.40 33% 600000% 

Switch Deterministic 1,073,741,824  -    100% 100% 

ESB Deterministic 2,000,000  -    100% 100% 

IFS Normal 30,000,000  5,000,000  100% 16.67% 

Teradata database Normal 30,000,000                         5,000,000  100% 100% 

Users Normal 30,000,000                          5,000,000  100% 100% 

External outflow Normal 30,000,000                          5,000,000  100% 100% 

TABLE 3: STANDARD SCENARIO PROCESSING COMPONENT SETTINGS 

Networks 

The networks are distributed as follows: 

Network 1: All kernels, PWXlogger, PWX listener 

Network 2:  PowerCenter, ESB, IFS 

Network 3:  Teradata database 

 

All networks have a capacity of one gigabit per second. This can be converted in to 134,217,728 
bytes per second. The switch is the point where the network switches.  
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The path after PowerCenter 

In the initial setup, it is estimated that 80% of the transactions will go through the ESB to the 
Information Factory services, and 20% will directly go to the switch. In the standard scenario, 
transactions have a 80% probability to go through the ESB to the Information Factory services and 
a 20% probability to go directly to the switch.  

 

3.2.2 ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS 

3.2.2.1 SAP INPUT RELATIVE TO KERNEL SIZE  

Alternative scenario 1A 

This scenario assumes that 80% of the data comes from the three largest kernels. The average 
amount of data entering the system is distributed as follows: 

Kernel Kernel name Amount of data in 
bytes per second 

Kernel 1 CEP 4000 

Kernel 2 PR4 4000 

Kernel 3 MP1 4000 

Kernel 4 MCP 200 

Kernel 5 SPC 200 

Kernel 6 A01 200 

Kernel 7 PR2 200 

Kernel 8 PR1 200 

Kernel 9 MBP 200 

Kernel 10 MPD 200 

Kernel 11 GP1 200 

Kernel 12 PRD 200 

Kernel 13 CTP 200 

Kernel 14 TEP 200 

Kernel 15 EMP 200 

Kernel 16 PRD 200 

Kernel 17 HRP 200 

Kernel 18 Master data 200 

 

Alternative scenario 1B 

This scenario assumes that the amount of data the kernels provide as input is related to the number 
of changes that take place per day. The average amount of data entering the system is distributed as 
follows: 
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Kernel Kernel name Changes per day Percentage Data in bytes per 
second 

Kernel 1 CEP 17,893,959 23% 3408.0 

Kernel 2 PR4 16,350,550 21% 3114.0 

Kernel 3 MP1 13,783,944 18% 2625.2 

Kernel 4 MCP 11,779,398 15% 2243.4 

Kernel 5 SPC 3,694,288 5% 703.6 

Kernel 6 A01 3,501,764 4% 666.9 

Kernel 7 PR2 3,494,201 4% 665.5 

Kernel 8 PR1 3,442,215 4% 655.6 

Kernel 9 MBP 2,320,546 3% 442.0 

Kernel 10 MPD 765,304 1% 145.8 

Kernel 11 GP1 761,488 1% 145.0 

Kernel 12 PRD 642,630 1% 122.4 

Kernel 13 CTP 189,872 0% 36.2 

Kernel 14 TEP 105,628 0% 20.1 

Kernel 15 EMP 33,685 0% 6.4 

Kernel 16 PRD 0 0% 0.0 

Kernel 17 HRP 0 0% 0.0 

Kernel 18 Master data 0 0% 0.0 

 

 

3.2.2.2 POWERCENTER: BATCH PROCESSING PERCENTAGE 

At the PowerCenter component, the choice is made between batch processing or processing 
through the Information Factory services.  

Alternative scenario 2A  

All data will transfer through the Information Factory services, no data transfers directly from the 
PowerCenter component to the switch.  

Percentage to the ESB 100% 

Percentage to the Switch 0% 

 

Alternative scenario 2B 

All data will transfer directly to the switch, no data transfers through the ESB and the Information 
Factory services from the PowerCenter component to the switch.  
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Percentage to the ESB 0% 

Percentage to the Switch 100% 

 

Alternative scenario 2C 

Only large data will transfer directly to the switch. At the beginning of the simulation the total 
amount of data that needs to be transferred is calculated. The smallest 80% of the data will be 
transferred through the Information Factory services, the highest 20% will be transferred directly 
to the switch. According to the normal distribution, an 80% quartile with an average of 833*1000 
per second will result in a boundary of 973.214 bytes per second. 

Percentage to the ESB Smallest data size: 80% 

Percentage to the Switch Largest data size: 20% 

 

3.2.2.3 5 STEP IMPROVEMENT 

Alternative scenario 3 

The goal of alternative scenario 4 is to show the effects of possible improvements to the system. 
This will be done according to the following method:  

Run the standard simulation 

Repeat: 

         Start 

Identify the component with the longest queue.  

Double the capacity of this component.  

Run the simulation 

         End 

 This method will be repeated five times. 
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3.3 TECHNICAL SIMULATION SPECIFICATIONS 

The simulation is programmed in Excel VBA, making it accessible for all possible users. To run 
the simulation, the user has to press the ‘Start simulation’ button in the provided Excel file. 
Now the user can choose one of the previously specified scenarios by clicking ‘Pre-set scenario’ 
or start without any previously submitted data. Now all data can be altered by clicking ‘ Adjust 
input’. This will show a user form where input can be specified, as displayed in Figure 10.    

 

FIGURE 10: SIMULATION - ADJUST INPUT SCREEN 

To quickly change settings for all 18 kernels, PWXloggers, PWXlisteners or External inflow, the 
button ‘Quick settings’ can be clicked. By clicking ‘Network settings’, the number of networks and 
their respective capacity can be specified. After selecting the desired number of networks, it can be 
specified which network connects which components. The button ‘Legend’ shows how a component 
that still requires input can be identified. By scrolling down to the PowerCenter component, the 
distribution of data after this component can be indicated. By clicking on ‘Set output’ or ‘Set values’, 
the settings for the different components can be specified. Figure 11 shows the screen connected to 
the ‘Set output’ button. Here, for each kernel or external input component, the transaction rate, 
probability distribution and the appropriate parameters can be specified.   
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FIGURE 11: SIMULATION - SET OUTPUT SCREEN 

Figure 12 shows the screen connected to the ‘Set values button’. First, for each processing 
component, it can be specified if the processing rate distribution is queue independent or 
dependent and in case of the latter, the specifications of this dependency. Second, the probability 
distribution of the processing rate can be specified. Third, it can be indicated whether the data 
changes in size or number after being processed by this component.  After all data is entered as 
desired, the save button will save the changes made. 

 

FIGURE 12: SIMULATION - SET VALUES SCREEN 
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Before the simulation can be started, two values need to be entered in the start simulation screen 
displayed in Figure 13; the amount of seconds for which input is generated and the amount of 
seconds for which the simulation will run. Both are theoretical values, they do not correspond 
directly to the actual time the tool will take to provide the results. It is recommended to insert a 
‘simulation run time’ higher than 10.  

 

FIGURE 13: SIMULATION - START SIMULATION SCREEN 
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3.4 MODEL VALIDATION 

To validate the accuracy of the simulation model various input examples were run and recalculated. 
This section shows two examples on how the model was validated. 

For these examples input parameters were chosen as displayed in Table 4. 

Component 
Probability 
distribution 

Average in bytes 
per second 

Data size ratio: 
Number of 

transactions 

Data size ratio: 
Amount of data 

PWX logger Deterministic 1000 100% 100% 

PWX listener Deterministic 1000 100% 100% 

PowerCenter Deterministic 1000 100% 100% 

Switch Deterministic 1000 100% 100% 

ESB Deterministic 1000 100% 100% 

IFS Deterministic 1000 100% 100% 

Teradata database Deterministic 1000 100% 100% 

Users Deterministic 1000 100% 100% 

External outflow Deterministic 1000 100% 100% 

TABLE 4:  INPUT PARAMETERS FIRST EXAMPLE - PROCESSING COMPONENTS 

All networks are on the same VLAN Network, which has a processing rate of 2000 bytes per second. 

First simulation example 

First, we simulate input for only one kernel for only one second as displayed in Table 5. This input 
will be followed throughout its path along the components. 

 

 

Running this simulation resulted in the following events: 

Event 1: an arrival from kernel 1. The time of this event is 1 and its data size is 

1500. All queues are empty. 

Event 2: data is processed through network a. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 1.75. The only not empty queue is the queue at 

network a1, which has size 1500.  

Component 
Number of transactions 

per second 
Probability 
distribution 

Average size in 
bytes per second 

Standard deviation 
in bytes per second 

SAP kernel 1 1 Deterministic 1,500 0 

Other SAP kernels 0 Deterministic 0 0 

External inflow 0 Deterministic 0 0 

TABLE 5:  INPUT PARAMETERS FIRST EXAMPLE - INPUT COMPONENTS 
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Event 3: data is processed through the pwx logger. The processing rate is 1000, 

resulting in an event time of 3.25. The only not empty queue is the queue at the 

first pwx logger, which has size 1500. 

Event 4: data is processed through network b. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 4. The only not empty queue is the queue at the 

network b, which has size 1500. 

Event 5: data is processed through the pwx listener. The processing rate is 

1000, resulting in an event time of 5.5. The only not empty queue is the queue 

at the first pwx listener, which has size 1500. 

. 

. 

. 

Event 14: data is processed through network p. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 17.5. The only not empty queue is the queue at the 

network p, which has size 1500. 

Event 15: data is processed through the users. The processing rate is 1000, 

resulting in an event time of 19. The only not empty queue is the queue at the 

switch, which has size 1500. 

The full event list can be found in the appendix (8.2.1). 

As expected, the results show that 100% of the transferred data was available within the near real-
time requirement. The average transfer time is 18 seconds, which corresponds with a starting time 
1 and end time 19. The average queues that are not equal to zero are displayed in Table 6. 

Component Average queue 

PWX logger 1 118.42 

PWX listener 1 118.42 

PowerCenter 118.42 

Switch 335.26 

Teradata Database 118.42 

Users 118.42 

Network A1, B1, C1, D, I, N, O, P 59.21 

TABLE 6: FIRST EXAMPLE - AVERAGE QUEUES 

This is corresponding with expectations, according to the following equation: 
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The average queue for the networks can be calculated as follows: 

               
                             

                         
  
          

  
       

The average queue for the switch is three times as high, since the data passes through the switch 
three times. It is therefore evident that in this situation, the bottleneck lies at the switch. 

Second simulation example 

Secondly, we simulate input for one kernel for two seconds as displayed in Table 7. This input will 
be followed throughout its path along the components. 

 

 

Running this simulation resulted in the following events: 

Event 1: an arrival from kernel 1. The time of this event is 1 and its data size is 

1500. All queues are empty. 

Event 2: data is processed through network a. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 1.75. The only not empty queue is the queue at 

network a1, which has size 1500.  

Event 3: an arrival from kernel 1. The time of this event is 2 and its data size is 

1500. There is a queue at the pwx logger, which has size 1500.  

Event 4: data is processed through network a. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 2.75. There is a queue at network a1 and at the 

pwx logger, both have size 1500. 

Event 5: data is processed through the pwx logger. The processing rate is 500, 

resulting in an event time of 3.75. There is a queue at the pwx logger, which has 

size 3000. 

. 

. 

. 

Component 
Number of transactions 

per second 
Probability 
distribution 

Average size in 
bytes per second 

Standard deviation 
in bytes per second 

SAP kernel 1 1 Deterministic 1,500  0  

Other SAP kernels 0 Deterministic 0 0 

External inflow 0 Deterministic 0 0 

TABLE 7:  INPUT PARAMETERS SECOND EXAMPLE - INPUT COMPONENTS 
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Event 33: data is processed through the users. The processing rate is 500, 

resulting in an event time of 23. There is a queue at the switch, which has size 

3000.  

Event 34: data is processed through the users. The processing rate is 100, 

resulting in an event time of 24. There is a queue at the switch, which has size 

1500. 

The full event list can be found in the appendix (8.2.2). 

As expected, the results show that 100% of the transferred data was available within the near real-
time requirement. The average transfer time is 22 seconds. This is a little higher than the 18 
seconds of the previous example, which can be accounted to the shared processes. 

 The average queues that are not equal to zero are displayed in Table 8. 

Component Average queue 

PWX logger 1 240 

PWX listener 1 240 

PowerCenter 240 

Switch 720 

Teradata Database 240 

Users 250 

Network A1, B1, C1, D, I, N, O, P 90 

TABLE 8: SECOND EXAMPLE - AVERAGE QUEUES 

All average queues are around twice as long as in the first example, as can be expected. This 
example also shows that the processing rate is divided when more than one transaction is 
simultaneously processed by a component.  
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4 RESULTS 

Standard scenario 

The standard scenario has been run for 1, 10 and 50 seconds of input data. The results of these 
simulations are displayed in Table 9. 

Input simulated for 1 10 50 100 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 1000 1000 2000 seconds 

Actual run time  6,36 46,62 251,68 522,13 seconds 

Number of transactions 18 180 900 1800  

Number of completed transactions 18 180 900 1800  

Percentage of transactions completed 100 100 100 100 % 

Average transfer time  4,34 23,99 140,469 288,80 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 100 100 100 % 

TABLE 9: STANDARD SCENARIO SIMULATION RESULTS 

The time it took the data to transfer from the input components to get to the output components 
during the simulation is displayed in Figure 14, Figure 15 and Figure 16. The complete results of 
these simulations can be found in the appendix (8.3). 

For both of the simulations, 100% of the transactions are completed within the real time 
requirement. However, the transfer times keep increasing, long after generating input has stopped. 
This indicates that if input would be continuously generated, the transfer times would keep 
increasing.  

 

FIGURE 14: STANDARD SCENARIO TRANSFER TIMES (1 SECOND OF INPUT) 
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FIGURE 15: STANDARD SCENARIO TRANSFER TIMES (10 SECONDS OF INPUT) 

 

FIGURE 16: STANDARD SCENARIO TRANSFER TIMES (50 SECONDS OF INPUT) 
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FIGURE 17: STANDARD SCENARIO TRANSFER TIMES (100 SECONDS OF INPUT) 

The growth in transfer time is also very clear in Figure 1Figure 18 where the results of the different 
simulations are combined.  

 

FIGURE 18: STANDARD SCENARIO - ALL TRANSFER TIMES 

Figure 19 shows the average queue length during the simulation. In respect to the other queues, 
only the queue at the ESB and Users seem significant. It is evident that under the current 
estimations the largest bottleneck will be the ESB.  
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FIGURE 19: STANDARD SCENARIO - AVERAGE QUEUE LENGTH 

The average queue length is shown per component in Figure 20. Here we can see that for some 
components simulating for longer than 10 seconds will result in a drop in the average queue length. 
Some components however show an increase in the average queue length when simulating for 
longer than 10 seconds. This is the case for the ESB, IFS, Teradata database and Users.  
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FIGURE 20: STANDARD SCENARIO - AVERAGE QUEUE LENGTH PER COMPONENT 

Alternative scenario 1A 

The results for the alternative scenario 1A and 1B are shown in Table 10, Figure 21, Figure 22 and 
Figure 23. 

 Scenario 1A Scenario 1B  

Input simulated for 1 10 50 1 10 50 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 8.22 70.63 477.40 6.27 70.40 359.21 seconds 

Number of transactions 18 180 900 15 150 750  

Number of completed transactions 18 180 900 15 150 750  

Percentage of transactions completed 100 100 100 100 100 100 % 

Average transfer time 1.9 10.60 64.06 1.46 16.11 74.0 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within 
real time requirement 

100 100 100 100 100 100 % 

TABLE 10: ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO 1 SIMULATION RESULTS 

Compared to the standard scenario, scenario 1A and 1B have much lower average transfer times. 
However, the actual run time that was needed to transfer all data is much higher. For the standard 
scenario, when simulating input for 50 seconds, the system was able to transfer all data within 251 
seconds. For the alternative scenario 1A and 1B this state is only reached after respectively 477 and 
359 seconds.  
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FIGURE 21: ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO 1A (LEFT) AND 1B (RIGHT) TRANSFER TIMES (10 SECONDS INPUT) 

      

FIGURE 22: ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO 1A (LEFT) AND 1B (RIGHT) TRANSFER TIMES (10 SECONDS INPUT) 

      

FIGURE 23: ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO 1A (LEFT) AND 1B (RIGHT) TRANSFER TIMES (50 SECONDS INPUT) 

Comparing the transfer times of the standard scenario and the alternative scenarios 1A and 1B, it 
appears that the transfer times in the alternative scenarios have a much higher maximum. The 
alternative scenarios 1A and 1B show a high peek in the transfer times. It seems most transfer 
times are lower than the standard scenarios, but there are some outliers are present that are much 
higher. We can presume that these outliers represent the transactions that arrive from the kernels 
with the higher arrival rates.  
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Alternative scenario 2 

The results for the alternative scenario 2A, 2B and 2C are shown in Table 11. 

 

 

TABLE 11: ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO 2 SIMULATION RESULTS 

It is evident that transferring the data in batch, directly to the ESB instead of through the IFS is 
much faster. The simulation for 50 second shows an average transfer time of 16.70 seconds for 
transferring all data in batch, compared to an average of 220.81 seconds when transferring no data 
in batch. Transferring the largest 20% of data in batch seems to have almost no effect on the 
average transfer times. 

Alternative scenario 3 

Alternative scenario 3 resulted in the following steps: 

- Step 1: With an average of 240 million bytes the largest queue is at the ESB. The capacity of 
the ESB is doubled to 4.000.000 

- Step 2: With an average of 141 million bytes the largest queue is at the ESB. The capacity of 
the ESB is doubled to 8.000.000 

- Step 3: With an average of 73 million bytes the largest queue is at the users. The capacity of 
the users is doubled to 60.000.000 

- Step 4: With an average of 58 million bytes the largest queue is at the users. The capacity of 
the users is doubled to 120.000.000 

- Step 5: With an average of 32 million bytes the largest queue is at the users. The capacity of 
the users is doubled to 240.000.000 

 

 

 

 

 
Scenario 2a Scenario 2b Scenario 2c 

Input simulated for 1 10 50 1 10 50 1 10 50 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 

 Actual run time       7,36   60,64  299,94  2,10  17,48  87,34      6,62  18,52  299,08  

Number of transactions 18 180 900 18 180 900 18 180 900 

Number of completed transactions 18 180 900 18 180 900 18 180 900 

Percentage of transactions 
completed 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

 Average transfer time      5,91    45,46  220,81  0,85  3,73  16,70  4,80     3,71  220,57  

Percentage of data transferred 
within real time requirement 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
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The results for the alternative scenario 3 are displayed in Table 12 and Figure 24. The increase of 
capacity shows drastic improvements to the average transfer time. After 5 steps the average 
transaction time is reduced to 10% of the original transfer time.  

 
Scenario 3-A Scenario 3-B Scenario 3-C Scenario 3-D Scenario 3-E 

Input simulated for 50 50 50 50 50 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 

Actual run time              142,38              109,07                68,43                62,37                58,16  

Number of transactions 900 900 900 900 900 

Number of completed transactions 900 900 900 900 900 

Percentage of transactions 
completed 100 100 100 100 100 

Average transfer time                 57,69                20,46                10,54                   6,77                  5,85  

Percentage of data transferred 
within real time requirement 

100 100 100 100 100 

TABLE 12: ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO 2 SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

 

FIGURE 24: AVERAGE QUEUES 5 STEP SCENARIO 
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5 CONCLUSION 

Under the current estimates for the size and distribution of the data and the current average 
capacity of the components in the system, the bottleneck will be at the Enterprise Service Bus. Even 
though the simulation showed that data was able to transfer to the output components within the 
near-real time requirement, it is likely that this won’t be the case for the long run. Four components 
showed increasing average queues when running the simulation for a longer period. If these queues 
keep increasing with the same rate, the near-real time requirement will not be met while running 
the system for a longer period. 

Since the different kernels have different amounts of data to be transferred, their average transfer 
rates differ as well. In reality, this could result an average transfer rate meeting the near real time 
requirement, while some of the kernels might not be meeting this requirement. When the system is 
in place, it is important that a check takes place whether all kernels meet the requirement, and not 
only the total average.  

The way data is transferred after the PowerCenter component can have a lot of influence on the 
transaction rate. Even though direct writes to the Teradata database are to be avoided, the high 
increase in speed suggests that this option needs to be re-evaluated. Under the current data spread, 
the 80% boundary does not seem to have an effect on the transaction rate. A lower bound of for 
instance 50% might be a good compromising solution.  

Determining the bottlenecks and increasing their capacity results in a very large decrease in 
transaction times. Increasing the capacity of the ESB to 8 million bytes and the capacity of the users 
to 240 million bytes shows an average transaction rate of 5 seconds. Changing the capacity of only 
two components resulted in a reduction of transaction time by a factor of 10.   
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6 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The historical data of previous usage of the SAP R3 system can be of great value for the Information 
Factory. Assuming there is some consistency in system usage over the past decade, the historical 
data can be used to predict future behavior of the users. It should be determined what capacity 
needs would result from usage comparable to the previous usage of the SAP R3 system. The 
estimations in this study are based on an average, but having information about the fluctuations of 
this average can provide more accurate results. Since the current system settings do not allow these 
kinds of measurements, it is recommended to change this, so an accurate estimate of the system 
usage can be calculated. 

In the Informatica grid discussion between Philips and Informatica the following was said: 

“It is not possible to provide a good sizing estimate at this point because there are many open ends 

like: The numbers of kernels and the number of source tables which will be part of the actual 

implementation is still unknown. The performance of BAPI code to handle cluster and pool tables is 

unknown. In case the performance of BAPI code is performing slowly then Informatica partitioning 

option can be used to make multiple calls to the BAPI code. Also, one call can be used to retrieve data 

for multiple columns. The firewall performance is not yet known. It may be the case that Informatica is 

performing well but there is a performance bottleneck due to small firewall bandwidth. The Teradata 

performance is not yet known. It may be the case that Informatica is performing well but there is a 

performance bottleneck due to slow performance at Teradata. One transaction at a kernel can trigger 

multiple changes at the IF.” (Singh, 2013) 

Once these questions are answered, the input parameters for the simulation can be changed, and 

the bottlenecks can be determined. The research has shown that increasing capacity at the 

bottlenecks can result in very significant changes in the transaction rate. Further research is 

recommended on obtaining accurate estimations of the input parameters. 
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8 APPENDICES 

8.1 QUEUING MODEL 

Figure 25, Figure 26 and Figure 27 provide a graphical representation of the queuing model. It has 
to be noted that all the networks are represented as different queues, while in reality this does not 
have to be the case. For each network, the user can specify to which VLAN network it belongs. This 
can result in for instance only 3 different networks, with only three queues. Showing all these 
options however, would make the graphical representation too complex. Therefore this option is 
chosen. 
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FIGURE 25: QUEUING MODEL PART I 
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FIGURE 26: QUEUING MODEL PART II 
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FIGURE 27: QUEUING MODEL PART III 
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8.2 EVENT LIST SIMULATION EXAMPLE 

8.2.1 FIRST SIMULATION EXAMPLE 

Event 1: an arrival from kernel 1. The time of this event is 1 and its data size is 

1500. All queues are empty. 

Event 2: data is processed through network a. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 1.75. The only not empty queue is the queue at 

network a1, which has size 1500.  

Event 3: data is processed through the pwx logger. The processing rate is 1000, 

resulting in an event time of 3.25. The only not empty queue is the queue at the 

first pwx logger, which has size 1500. 

Event 4: data is processed through network b. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 4. The only not empty queue is the queue at the 

network b, which has size 1500. 

Event 5: data is processed through the pwx listener. The processing rate is 

1000, resulting in an event time of 5.5. The only not empty queue is the queue 

at the first pwx listener, which has size 1500. 

Event 6: data is processed through network c. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 6.25. The only not empty queue is the queue at the 

network c, which has size 1500. 

Event 7: data is processed through the switch. The processing rate is 1000, 

resulting in an event time of 7.75. The only not empty queue is the queue at the 

switch, which has size 1500. 

Event 8: data is processed through network d. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 8.5. The only not empty queue is the queue at the 

network d, which has size 1500. 

Event 9: data is processed through powercenter. The processing rate is 1000, 

resulting in an event time of 10. The only not empty queue is the queue at the 

powercenter, which has size 1500. 

Event 10: data is processed through network i. There was a 20% probability 

that this would happen. The processing rate is 2000, resulting in an event time 

of 10.75. The only not empty queue is the queue at the network i, which has size 

1500. 
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Event 11: data is processed through the switch. The processing rate is 1000, 

resulting in an event time of 12.25. The only not empty queue is the queue at 

the switch, which has size 1500. 

Event 12: data is processed through network n. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 13. The only not empty queue is the queue at the 

network n, which has size 1500. 

Event 13: data is processed through the teradata database. The processing rate 

is 1000, resulting in an event time of 14.5. The only not empty queue is the 

queue at the teradata database, which has size 1500.  

Event 14: data is processed through network o. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 15.25. The only not empty queue is the queue at 

the network o, which has size 1500. 

Event 15: data is processed through the switch. The processing rate is 1000, 

resulting in an event time of 16.75. The only not empty queue is the queue at 

the switch, which has size 1500. 

Event 14: data is processed through network p. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 17.5. The only not empty queue is the queue at the 

network p, which has size 1500. 

Event 15: data is processed through the users. The processing rate is 1000, 

resulting in an event time of 19. The only not empty queue is the queue at the 

switch, which has size 1500. 

8.2.2 SECOND SIMULATION EXAMPLE 

Event 1: an arrival from kernel 1. The time of this event is 1 and its data size is 

1500. All queues are empty. 

Event 2: data is processed through network a. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 1.75. The only not empty queue is the queue at 

network a1, which has size 1500.  

Event 3: an arrival from kernel 1. The time of this event is 2 and its data size is 

1500. There is a queue at the pwx logger, which has size 1500.  

Event 4: data is processed through network a. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 2.75. There is a queue at network a1 and at the 

pwx logger, both have size 1500. 
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Event 5: data is processed through the pwx logger. The processing rate is 500, 

resulting in an event time of 3.75. There is a queue at the pwx logger, which has 

size 3000. 

Event 6: data is processed through network b. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 4.5. There is a queue at network b1 and at the pwx 

logger, both have size 1500. 

Event 7: data is processed through the pwx logger. The processing rate is 1000, 

resulting in an event time of 4.75. There is a queue at pwx listener and at the 

pwx logger, both have size 1500. 

Event 8: data is processed through network b. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 5.5. There is a queue at network b1 and at the pwx 

listener, both have size 1500. 

Event 9: data is processed through the pwx listener. The processing rate is 500, 

resulting in an event time of 6.5. There is a queue at pwx listener, which has 

size 3000. 

Event 10: data is processed through network c. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 7.25. There is a queue at network c1 and at the 

pwx listener, both have size 1500. 

Event 11: data is processed through the pwx listener. The processing rate is 

1000, resulting in an event time of 7.5. There is a queue at the switch and a t the 

pwx listener, both have size 1500. 

Event 12: data is processed through network c. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 8.25. There is a queue at network c1 and at the 

switch, both have size 1500. 

Event 13: data is processed through the switch. The processing rate is 500, 

resulting in an event time of 9.25. There is a queue at the switch, which has size 

3000. 

Event 14: data is processed through network d. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 10. There is a queue at network d and at the 

switch, both have size 1500. 

Event 15: data is processed through the switch. The processing rate is 1000, 

resulting in an event time of 10.25. There is a queue at the switch and at 

powercenter, both have size 1500. 

Event 16: data is processed through network d. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 11. There is a queue at network d and at 

powercenter, both have size 1500. 
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Event 17: data is processed through powercenter. The processing rate is 500, 

resulting in an event time of 12. There is a queue at powercenter, which has 

size 3000. 

Event 18: data is processed through network i. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 12.75. There is a queue at network i and at 

powercenter, both have size 1500. 

Event 19: data is processed through powercenter. The processing rate is 1000, 

resulting in an event time of 13. There is a queue at the switch and at 

powercenter, both have size 1500. 

Event 20: data is processed through network i. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 13.75. There is a queue at network i and at the 

switch, both have size 1500. 

Event 21: data is processed through the switch. The processing rate is 500, 

resulting in an event time of 14.75. There is a queue at the switch, which has 

size 3000. 

Event 22: data is processed through network n. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 15.5. There is a queue at network n and at the 

switch, both have size 1500. 

Event 23: data is processed through the switch. The processing rate is 1000, 

resulting in an event time of 15.75. There is a queue at the switch and at the 

teradata database, both have size 1500. 

Event 24: data is processed through network n. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 16.5. There is a queue at network n and at the 

teradata database, both have size 1500. 

Event 25: data is processed through the teradata database. The processing rate 

is 1000, resulting in an event time of 17.5. There is a queue the teradata 

database, which has size 3000. 

Event 26: data is processed through network o. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 18.25. There is a queue at network o and at the 

teradata database, both have size 1500. 

Event 27: data is processed through the teradata database. The processing rate 

is 1000, resulting in an event time of 18.5. There is a queue at the switch at the 

teradata database, both have size 1500. 

Event 28: data is processed through network o. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 19.25. There is a queue at network o and at the 

switch, both have size 1500. 
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Event 29: data is processed through the switch. The processing rate is 500, 

resulting in an event time of 20.25. There is a queue at the switch, which has 

size 3000. 

Event 30: data is processed through network p. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 21. There is a queue at network p and at the 

switch, both have size 1500. 

Event 31: data is processed through the switch. The processing rate is 1000, 

resulting in an event time of 21.5. There is a queue at the switch and at the 

users, both have size 1500. 

Event 32: data is processed through network p. The processing rate is 2000, 

resulting in an event time of 21. There is a queue at network p and at the users, 

both have size 1500. 

Event 33: data is processed through the users. The processing rate is 500, 

resulting in an event time of 23. There is a queue at the switch, which has size 

3000. 

Event 34: data is processed through the users. The processing rate is 100, 

resulting in an event time of 24. There is a queue at the switch, which has size 

1500. 
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8.3 AVERAGE QUEUES 

8.3.1 STANDARD SCENARIO 

  

  

  

            

Standard scenario - 1 second 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 1 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 6,355831023 seconds 

Number of transactions 18   

Number of completed transactions 18   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 4,338834 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 0,882137  PWXListener(1) 0,009488  Switch 2095,524 

 PWXLogger(2) 0,894615  PWXListener(2) 0,008796  ESB 5355894 

 PWXLogger(3) 0,795552  PWXListener(3) 0,007662  PowerCenter 362,8953 

 PWXLogger(4) 0,729864  PWXListener(4) 0,007154  IFS 276623,4 

 PWXLogger(5) 0,794699  PWXListener(5) 0,010227  TeradataDatabase 178342,2 

 PWXLogger(6) 0,628629  PWXListener(6) 0,007448  ExternalOutflow 153,5473 

 PWXLogger(7) 0,732285  PWXListener(7) 0,008312  Users 486206,7 

 PWXLogger(8) 0,852032  PWXListener(8) 0,00969 Network 1 268813,8 

 PWXLogger(9) 0,919085  PWXListener(9) 0,007647 Network 2 217965,4 

 PWXLogger(10) 0,579388  PWXListener(10) 0,00615 Network 3 27938,7 

 PWXLogger(11) 0,58402  PWXListener(11) 0,008123     

 PWXLogger(12) 0,761305  PWXListener(12) 0,006733     

 PWXLogger(13) 0,77476  PWXListener(13) 0,008965     

 PWXLogger(14) 0,661771  PWXListener(14) 0,007477     

 PWXLogger(15) 0,764739  PWXListener(15) 0,007997     

 PWXLogger(16) 1,056218  PWXListener(16) 0,009031     

 PWXLogger(17) 0,715103  PWXListener(17) 0,007388     

 PWXLogger(18) 0,75865  PWXListener(18) 0,007756     
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Standard scenario - 10 seconds 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 10 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 46,62420852 seconds 

Number of transactions 180   

Number of completed transactions 180   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 23,98647 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 1,15345  PWXListener(1) 0,010254  Switch 3675,75 

 PWXLogger(2) 1,089331  PWXListener(2) 0,01036  ESB 43118747 

 PWXLogger(3) 1,034824  PWXListener(3) 0,010048  PowerCenter 510,0012 

 PWXLogger(4) 1,047867  PWXListener(4) 0,010461  IFS 265660,8 

 PWXLogger(5) 0,994821  PWXListener(5) 0,010606  TeradataDatabase 196978,9 

 PWXLogger(6) 1,043194  PWXListener(6) 0,010947  ExternalOutflow 143,2409 

 PWXLogger(7) 1,038912  PWXListener(7) 0,011634  Users 6770838 

 PWXLogger(8) 0,99511  PWXListener(8) 0,010902 Network 1 366448,2 

 PWXLogger(9) 1,151846  PWXListener(9) 0,009691 Network 2 272425,3 

 PWXLogger(10) 1,079773  PWXListener(10) 0,010543 Network 3 47167,52 

 PWXLogger(11) 1,041643  PWXListener(11) 0,010822     

 PWXLogger(12) 1,110741  PWXListener(12) 0,010799     

 PWXLogger(13) 1,073051  PWXListener(13) 0,01042     

 PWXLogger(14) 0,965083  PWXListener(14) 0,010061     

 PWXLogger(15) 0,935963  PWXListener(15) 0,010421     

 PWXLogger(16) 1,016499  PWXListener(16) 0,010898     

 PWXLogger(17) 1,073009  PWXListener(17) 0,011114     

 PWXLogger(18) 0,994646  PWXListener(18) 0,010495     
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Standard scenario - 50 seconds 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 50 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 251,6759649 seconds 

Number of transactions 900   

Number of completed transactions 900   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 140,4621 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 0,950446  PWXListener(1) 0,009669  Switch 3216,038 

 PWXLogger(2) 0,951756  PWXListener(2) 0,009593  ESB 2,44E+08 

 PWXLogger(3) 0,937713  PWXListener(3) 0,010012  PowerCenter 485,0699 

 PWXLogger(4) 0,980014  PWXListener(4) 0,009808  IFS 356154,6 

 PWXLogger(5) 0,971437  PWXListener(5) 0,009919  TeradataDatabase 217354,3 

 PWXLogger(6) 0,985483  PWXListener(6) 0,009593  ExternalOutflow 119,9946 

 PWXLogger(7) 0,982852  PWXListener(7) 0,009405  Users 3,17E+07 

 PWXLogger(8) 0,941596  PWXListener(8) 0,009872 Network 1 339431,7 

 PWXLogger(9) 0,958398  PWXListener(9) 0,009718 Network 2 280275,1 

 PWXLogger(10) 0,975748  PWXListener(10) 0,009809 Network 3 45448,68 

 PWXLogger(11) 1,004185  PWXListener(11) 0,009666     

 PWXLogger(12) 0,990845  PWXListener(12) 0,009723     

 PWXLogger(13) 0,939207  PWXListener(13) 0,009824     

 PWXLogger(14) 0,963479  PWXListener(14) 0,009933     

 PWXLogger(15) 0,953656  PWXListener(15) 0,009694     

 PWXLogger(16) 0,966596  PWXListener(16) 0,009961     

 PWXLogger(17) 1,026579  PWXListener(17) 0,009638     

 PWXLogger(18) 0,98875  PWXListener(18) 0,01006     
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Standard scenario - 100 seconds 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 100 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 2000 seconds 

Actual run time 522,127743 seconds 

Number of transactions 1800   

Number of completed transactions 1800   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 288,7967 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 0,952361  PWXListener(1) 0,009376  Switch 2973,178 

 PWXLogger(2) 0,946266  PWXListener(2) 0,009315  ESB 4,85E+08 

 PWXLogger(3) 0,941677  PWXListener(3) 0,009313  PowerCenter 463,9863 

 PWXLogger(4) 0,956322  PWXListener(4) 0,009746  IFS 372087,3 

 PWXLogger(5) 0,924318  PWXListener(5) 0,009449  TeradataDatabase 215390,4 

 PWXLogger(6) 0,932188  PWXListener(6) 0,009067  ExternalOutflow 118,08 

 PWXLogger(7) 0,968475  PWXListener(7) 0,009462  Users 6,17E+07 

 PWXLogger(8) 0,933346  PWXListener(8) 0,009417 Network 1 327225,6 

 PWXLogger(9) 0,957395  PWXListener(9) 0,009441 Network 2 272558,4 

 PWXLogger(10) 0,973055  PWXListener(10) 0,009505 Network 3 40852,14 

 PWXLogger(11) 0,943787  PWXListener(11) 0,00937     

 PWXLogger(12) 0,937472  PWXListener(12) 0,009526     

 PWXLogger(13) 0,928626  PWXListener(13) 0,009256     

 PWXLogger(14) 0,91594  PWXListener(14) 0,009449     

 PWXLogger(15) 0,947164  PWXListener(15) 0,009164     

 PWXLogger(16) 0,973418  PWXListener(16) 0,009247     

 PWXLogger(17) 0,96549  PWXListener(17) 0,009536     

 PWXLogger(18) 0,914398  PWXListener(18) 0,009543     
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8.3.2 ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO 1A 

 

  

  

  

            

Scenario 1A - 1 second 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 1 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 8,221782074 seconds 

Number of transactions 18   

Number of completed transactions 18   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 1,924342822 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 14,53382  PWXListener(1) 0,124023  Switch 4971,711 

 PWXLogger(2) 11,51997  PWXListener(2) 0,134285  ESB 2528727 

 PWXLogger(3) 11,7878  PWXListener(3) 0,11691  PowerCenter 224,881 

 PWXLogger(4) 0,029981  PWXListener(4) 0,000314  IFS 112764,1 

 PWXLogger(5) 0,026819  PWXListener(5) 0,000346  TeradataDatabase 157079,2 

 PWXLogger(6) 0,030803  PWXListener(6) 0,000426  ExternalOutflow 157,2729 

 PWXLogger(7) 0,039783  PWXListener(7) 0,000391  Users 1960583 

 PWXLogger(8) 0,036131  PWXListener(8) 0,000272 Network 1 182232,3 

 PWXLogger(9) 0,030916  PWXListener(9) 0,000265 Network 2 131134,4 

 PWXLogger(10) 0,033996  PWXListener(10) 0,000347 Network 3 52880,35 

 PWXLogger(11) 0,030344  PWXListener(11) 0,000341     

 PWXLogger(12) 0,028098  PWXListener(12) 0,000428     

 PWXLogger(13) 0,030058  PWXListener(13) 0,000325     

 PWXLogger(14) 0,031609  PWXListener(14) 0,000301     

 PWXLogger(15) 0,045143  PWXListener(15) 0,000356     

 PWXLogger(16) 0,030102  PWXListener(16) 0,000354     

 PWXLogger(17) 0,039902  PWXListener(17) 0,000267     

 PWXLogger(18) 0,03197  PWXListener(18) 0,000295     
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Scenario 1A - 10 seconds 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 10 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 70,62544683 seconds 

Number of transactions 180   

Number of completed transactions 180   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 10,60641133 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 14,8515  PWXListener(1) 0,160752  Switch 6269,301 

 PWXLogger(2) 15,7961  PWXListener(2) 0,177359  ESB 26904316 

 PWXLogger(3) 16,35119  PWXListener(3) 0,167345  PowerCenter 293,3225 

 PWXLogger(4) 0,038132  PWXListener(4) 0,000386  IFS 241660,2 

 PWXLogger(5) 0,039388  PWXListener(5) 0,000433  TeradataDatabase 270929,1 

 PWXLogger(6) 0,042325  PWXListener(6) 0,00037  ExternalOutflow 249,0387 

 PWXLogger(7) 0,036276  PWXListener(7) 0,000381  Users 28953111 

 PWXLogger(8) 0,040779  PWXListener(8) 0,000405 Network 1 212143,1 

 PWXLogger(9) 0,038912  PWXListener(9) 0,000397 Network 2 188672,9 

 PWXLogger(10) 0,042918  PWXListener(10) 0,000356 Network 3 71621,75 

 PWXLogger(11) 0,039701  PWXListener(11) 0,000371     

 PWXLogger(12) 0,037587  PWXListener(12) 0,000396     

 PWXLogger(13) 0,042431  PWXListener(13) 0,000438     

 PWXLogger(14) 0,036597  PWXListener(14) 0,00037     

 PWXLogger(15) 0,039262  PWXListener(15) 0,000414     

 PWXLogger(16) 0,039391  PWXListener(16) 0,000394     

 PWXLogger(17) 0,043488  PWXListener(17) 0,000402     

 PWXLogger(18) 0,037102  PWXListener(18) 0,000367     
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Scenario 1A - 50 seconds 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 50 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 477,4035654 seconds 

Number of transactions 900   

Number of completed transactions 900   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 61,01514338 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 11,79669  PWXListener(1) 0,118806  Switch 4567,881 

 PWXLogger(2) 11,64442  PWXListener(2) 0,116572  ESB 1,29E+08 

 PWXLogger(3) 11,98818  PWXListener(3) 0,117763  PowerCenter 203,9865 

 PWXLogger(4) 0,028408  PWXListener(4) 0,000298  IFS 276741,3 

 PWXLogger(5) 0,029787  PWXListener(5) 0,000287  TeradataDatabase 193917 

 PWXLogger(6) 0,030265  PWXListener(6) 0,000292  ExternalOutflow 219,2842 

 PWXLogger(7) 0,029332  PWXListener(7) 0,000285  Users 1,18E+08 

 PWXLogger(8) 0,028959  PWXListener(8) 0,000298 Network 1 156918,6 

 PWXLogger(9) 0,02979  PWXListener(9) 0,000305 Network 2 150447,4 

 PWXLogger(10) 0,029722  PWXListener(10) 0,000292 Network 3 49751,08 

 PWXLogger(11) 0,029573  PWXListener(11) 0,000279     

 PWXLogger(12) 0,029968  PWXListener(12) 0,000293     

 PWXLogger(13) 0,030365  PWXListener(13) 0,000285     

 PWXLogger(14) 0,030931  PWXListener(14) 0,0003     

 PWXLogger(15) 0,030023  PWXListener(15) 0,000289     

 PWXLogger(16) 0,02842  PWXListener(16) 0,000293     

 PWXLogger(17) 0,028861  PWXListener(17) 0,000296     

 PWXLogger(18) 0,031323  PWXListener(18) 0,000302     
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8.3.3 ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO 1B 

  

  

  

            

Scenario 1B - 1 second 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 1 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 6,268728587 seconds 

Number of transactions 15   

Number of completed transactions 15   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 1,45514 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 11,38438  PWXListener(1) 0,141201  Switch 4647,589 

 PWXLogger(2) 11,91103  PWXListener(2) 0,091509  ESB 2004457 

 PWXLogger(3) 8,239935  PWXListener(3) 0,067646  PowerCenter 84,88594 

 PWXLogger(4) 6,109262  PWXListener(4) 0,054434  IFS 32059,82 

 PWXLogger(5) 0,508179  PWXListener(5) 0,004843  TeradataDatabase 122324,8 

 PWXLogger(6) 0,46907  PWXListener(6) 0,004305  ExternalOutflow 94,25309 

 PWXLogger(7) 0,446359  PWXListener(7) 0,005689  Users 1740309 

 PWXLogger(8) 0,49912  PWXListener(8) 0,005127 Network 1 237388,5 

 PWXLogger(9) 0,170639  PWXListener(9) 0,002148 Network 2 77844,19 

 PWXLogger(10) 0,023684  PWXListener(10) 0,000267 Network 3 37073,75 

 PWXLogger(11) 0,019223  PWXListener(11) 0,000205     

 PWXLogger(12) 0,017093  PWXListener(12) 0,000161     

 PWXLogger(13) 0,001513  PWXListener(13) 1,12E-05     

 PWXLogger(14) 0,000387  PWXListener(14) 3,50E-06     

 PWXLogger(15) 3,02E-05  PWXListener(15) 3,50E-07     

 PWXLogger(16) 0  PWXListener(16) 0     

 PWXLogger(17) 0  PWXListener(17) 0     

 PWXLogger(18) 0  PWXListener(18) 0     
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Scenario 1B - 10 seconds 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 10 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 70,40781612 seconds 

Number of transactions 150   

Number of completed transactions 150   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 16,10975 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 11,23246  PWXListener(1) 0,113739  Switch 4116,495 

 PWXLogger(2) 9,42238  PWXListener(2) 0,090144  ESB 34283664 

 PWXLogger(3) 6,675336  PWXListener(3) 0,07419  PowerCenter 74,01059 

 PWXLogger(4) 5,166266  PWXListener(4) 0,04847  IFS 78276,76 

 PWXLogger(5) 0,533845  PWXListener(5) 0,004641  TeradataDatabase 87752,71 

 PWXLogger(6) 0,476354  PWXListener(6) 0,004304  ExternalOutflow 160,7618 

 PWXLogger(7) 0,45751  PWXListener(7) 0,004152  Users 17501839 

 PWXLogger(8) 0,372141  PWXListener(8) 0,004531 Network 1 211358,6 

 PWXLogger(9) 0,18464  PWXListener(9) 0,001838 Network 2 85391,51 

 PWXLogger(10) 0,021558  PWXListener(10) 0,00022 Network 3 36494,07 

 PWXLogger(11) 0,02203  PWXListener(11) 0,000207     

 PWXLogger(12) 0,015144  PWXListener(12) 0,000152     

 PWXLogger(13) 0,001283  PWXListener(13) 1,29E-05     

 PWXLogger(14) 0,000405  PWXListener(14) 4,27E-06     

 PWXLogger(15) 4,16E-05  PWXListener(15) 3,69E-07     

 PWXLogger(16) 0  PWXListener(16) 0     

 PWXLogger(17) 0  PWXListener(17) 0     

 PWXLogger(18) 0  PWXListener(18) 0     
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Scenario 1B - 50 seconds 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 50 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 359,2126475 seconds 

Number of transactions 750   

Number of completed transactions 750   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 74,40095 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 12,0374  PWXListener(1) 0,114193  Switch 4099,743 

 PWXLogger(2) 9,374285  PWXListener(2) 0,095121  ESB 1,55E+08 

 PWXLogger(3) 6,795102  PWXListener(3) 0,069302  PowerCenter 69,61714 

 PWXLogger(4) 4,77555  PWXListener(4) 0,050576  IFS 75431,04 

 PWXLogger(5) 0,484353  PWXListener(5) 0,004692  TeradataDatabase 92988,06 

 PWXLogger(6) 0,442907  PWXListener(6) 0,004328  ExternalOutflow 154,6976 

 PWXLogger(7) 0,442049  PWXListener(7) 0,004439  Users 8,39E+07 

 PWXLogger(8) 0,415127  PWXListener(8) 0,004224 Network 1 207137,4 

 PWXLogger(9) 0,190417  PWXListener(9) 0,002001 Network 2 87986,16 

 PWXLogger(10) 0,021407  PWXListener(10) 0,000203 Network 3 35111,13 

 PWXLogger(11) 0,019939  PWXListener(11) 0,000205     

 PWXLogger(12) 0,015488  PWXListener(12) 0,000146     

 PWXLogger(13) 0,001217  PWXListener(13) 1,24E-05     

 PWXLogger(14) 0,000373  PWXListener(14) 3,93E-06     

 PWXLogger(15) 3,50E-05  PWXListener(15) 3,41E-07     

 PWXLogger(16) 0  PWXListener(16) 0     

 PWXLogger(17) 0  PWXListener(17) 0     

 PWXLogger(18) 0  PWXListener(18) 0     
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8.3.4 ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO 2A 

  

  

  

            

Scenario 2A - 1 second 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 1 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 7,361440228 seconds 

Number of transactions 18   

Number of completed transactions 18   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 5,91255462 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 0,794077  PWXListener(1) 0,006012  Switch 1985,708 

 PWXLogger(2) 0,903621  PWXListener(2) 0,00639  ESB 6636467 

 PWXLogger(3) 0,544031  PWXListener(3) 0,005619  PowerCenter 307,3191 

 PWXLogger(4) 0,693317  PWXListener(4) 0,00621  IFS 271345,4 

 PWXLogger(5) 0,555175  PWXListener(5) 0,007057  TeradataDatabase 160389,6 

 PWXLogger(6) 0,701994  PWXListener(6) 0,006394  ExternalOutflow 114,8223 

 PWXLogger(7) 0,599136  PWXListener(7) 0,007419  Users 459842,1 

 PWXLogger(8) 0,516411  PWXListener(8) 0,006028 Network 1 232092,5 

 PWXLogger(9) 0,661476  PWXListener(9) 0,00577 Network 2 202345,5 

 PWXLogger(10) 0,680379  PWXListener(10) 0,008494 Network 3 26459,5 

 PWXLogger(11) 0,60623  PWXListener(11) 0,00492     

 PWXLogger(12) 0,650429  PWXListener(12) 0,005126     

 PWXLogger(13) 0,751558  PWXListener(13) 0,005384     

 PWXLogger(14) 0,895131  PWXListener(14) 0,006059     

 PWXLogger(15) 0,684315  PWXListener(15) 0,00609     

 PWXLogger(16) 0,758387  PWXListener(16) 0,008253     

 PWXLogger(17) 0,61925  PWXListener(17) 0,006297     

 PWXLogger(18) 0,619854  PWXListener(18) 0,006233     
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Scenario 2A - 10 seconds 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 10 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 60,63860406 seconds 

Number of transactions 180   

Number of completed transactions 180   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 45,45538522 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 0,77545  PWXListener(1) 0,007745  Switch 2406,398 

 PWXLogger(2) 0,793066  PWXListener(2) 0,007984  ESB 67747676 

 PWXLogger(3) 0,795306  PWXListener(3) 0,0084  PowerCenter 394,2089 

 PWXLogger(4) 0,794657  PWXListener(4) 0,007797  IFS 410153,8 

 PWXLogger(5) 0,837904  PWXListener(5) 0,008004  TeradataDatabase 204864,5 

 PWXLogger(6) 0,804433  PWXListener(6) 0,007931  ExternalOutflow 141,233 

 PWXLogger(7) 0,896742  PWXListener(7) 0,007747  Users 5327644 

 PWXLogger(8) 0,79031  PWXListener(8) 0,007514 Network 1 281757,1 

 PWXLogger(9) 0,784648  PWXListener(9) 0,007905 Network 2 311454 

 PWXLogger(10) 0,84209  PWXListener(10) 0,007518 Network 3 45021,24 

 PWXLogger(11) 0,7713  PWXListener(11) 0,008198     

 PWXLogger(12) 0,775027  PWXListener(12) 0,007612     

 PWXLogger(13) 0,809532  PWXListener(13) 0,008772     

 PWXLogger(14) 0,901533  PWXListener(14) 0,008003     

 PWXLogger(15) 0,788119  PWXListener(15) 0,007355     

 PWXLogger(16) 0,805414  PWXListener(16) 0,007086     

 PWXLogger(17) 0,786568  PWXListener(17) 0,008448     

 PWXLogger(18) 0,846022  PWXListener(18) 0,007601     
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Scenario 2A - 50 seconds 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 50 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 299,9407937 seconds 

Number of transactions 900   

Number of completed transactions 900   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 220,8107 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 0,819155  PWXListener(1) 0,008255  Switch 2500,713 

 PWXLogger(2) 0,842435  PWXListener(2) 0,00825  ESB 3,37E+08 

 PWXLogger(3) 0,825317  PWXListener(3) 0,008469  PowerCenter 408,5133 

 PWXLogger(4) 0,783427  PWXListener(4) 0,008255  IFS 435344,6 

 PWXLogger(5) 0,832356  PWXListener(5) 0,008489  TeradataDatabase 251635,8 

 PWXLogger(6) 0,791111  PWXListener(6) 0,008276  ExternalOutflow 151,6583 

 PWXLogger(7) 0,801989  PWXListener(7) 0,007787  Users 2,68E+07 

 PWXLogger(8) 0,773353  PWXListener(8) 0,00816 Network 1 284812,2 

 PWXLogger(9) 0,795219  PWXListener(9) 0,008222 Network 2 305480,6 

 PWXLogger(10) 0,814018  PWXListener(10) 0,008442 Network 3 45077,87 

 PWXLogger(11) 0,852086  PWXListener(11) 0,008165     

 PWXLogger(12) 0,81845  PWXListener(12) 0,008154     

 PWXLogger(13) 0,8328  PWXListener(13) 0,008371     

 PWXLogger(14) 0,801329  PWXListener(14) 0,008286     

 PWXLogger(15) 0,792381  PWXListener(15) 0,008124     

 PWXLogger(16) 0,804203  PWXListener(16) 0,00823     

 PWXLogger(17) 0,802458  PWXListener(17) 0,008604     

 PWXLogger(18) 0,81143  PWXListener(18) 0,00818     
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8.3.5 ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO 2B 

  

  

  

            

Scenario 2B - 1 second 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 1 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 2,097212988 seconds 

Number of transactions 18   

Number of completed transactions 18   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 0,853882356 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 2,070702  PWXListener(1) 0,022649  Switch 36420,54 

 PWXLogger(2) 1,769682  PWXListener(2) 0,018455  ESB 0 

 PWXLogger(3) 1,878795  PWXListener(3) 0,022296  PowerCenter 1179,117 

 PWXLogger(4) 2,385214  PWXListener(4) 0,028081  IFS 0 

 PWXLogger(5) 2,229217  PWXListener(5) 0,023898  TeradataDatabase 1053245 

 PWXLogger(6) 2,038958  PWXListener(6) 0,023088  ExternalOutflow 0 

 PWXLogger(7) 1,869472  PWXListener(7) 0,025796  Users 1491466 

 PWXLogger(8) 2,202419  PWXListener(8) 0,021809 Network 1 814669,1 

 PWXLogger(9) 2,277472  PWXListener(9) 0,020331 Network 2 367682,3 

 PWXLogger(10) 1,513946  PWXListener(10) 0,020031 Network 3 390560,3 

 PWXLogger(11) 2,056483  PWXListener(11) 0,021868     

 PWXLogger(12) 2,593938  PWXListener(12) 0,022851     

 PWXLogger(13) 1,761556  PWXListener(13) 0,020183     

 PWXLogger(14) 3,125666  PWXListener(14) 0,024101     

 PWXLogger(15) 2,329812  PWXListener(15) 0,021389     

 PWXLogger(16) 2,494549  PWXListener(16) 0,024602     

 PWXLogger(17) 2,511318  PWXListener(17) 0,027259     

 PWXLogger(18) 2,124356  PWXListener(18) 0,018142     
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Scenario 2B - 10 seconds 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 10 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 17,48378521 seconds 

Number of transactions 180   

Number of completed transactions 180   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 3,727333243 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 2,82908  PWXListener(1) 0,028323  Switch 39747,73 

 PWXLogger(2) 2,755417  PWXListener(2) 0,027669  ESB 0 

 PWXLogger(3) 2,973403  PWXListener(3) 0,027024  PowerCenter 1365,822 

 PWXLogger(4) 2,657131  PWXListener(4) 0,027989  IFS 0 

 PWXLogger(5) 2,680307  PWXListener(5) 0,027768  TeradataDatabase 1135241 

 PWXLogger(6) 2,867846  PWXListener(6) 0,027765  ExternalOutflow 0 

 PWXLogger(7) 2,664301  PWXListener(7) 0,027961  Users 18209813 

 PWXLogger(8) 2,819752  PWXListener(8) 0,027288 Network 1 977211,7 

 PWXLogger(9) 2,798602  PWXListener(9) 0,026458 Network 2 436934,7 

 PWXLogger(10) 2,808753  PWXListener(10) 0,027998 Network 3 447777,1 

 PWXLogger(11) 2,548868  PWXListener(11) 0,02995     

 PWXLogger(12) 2,956611  PWXListener(12) 0,026515     

 PWXLogger(13) 2,858156  PWXListener(13) 0,030943     

 PWXLogger(14) 2,8142  PWXListener(14) 0,027285     

 PWXLogger(15) 2,713948  PWXListener(15) 0,027369     

 PWXLogger(16) 2,809031  PWXListener(16) 0,027004     

 PWXLogger(17) 2,90981  PWXListener(17) 0,028302     

 PWXLogger(18) 2,801524  PWXListener(18) 0,031888     
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Scenario 2B - 50 seconds 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 50 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 87,3439549 seconds 

Number of transactions 900   

Number of completed transactions 900   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 16,69820835 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 2,766178  PWXListener(1) 0,028197  Switch 40482,47 

 PWXLogger(2) 2,973782  PWXListener(2) 0,027082  ESB 0,00E+00 

 PWXLogger(3) 2,886683  PWXListener(3) 0,027739  PowerCenter 1372,716 

 PWXLogger(4) 2,727333  PWXListener(4) 0,028732  IFS 0 

 PWXLogger(5) 2,728533  PWXListener(5) 0,027151  TeradataDatabase 1181343 

 PWXLogger(6) 2,881793  PWXListener(6) 0,029195  ExternalOutflow 0 

 PWXLogger(7) 2,756319  PWXListener(7) 0,02891  Users 9,17E+07 

 PWXLogger(8) 2,742835  PWXListener(8) 0,027382 Network 1 978050,3 

 PWXLogger(9) 2,788326  PWXListener(9) 0,028748 Network 2 437577,2 

 PWXLogger(10) 2,711875  PWXListener(10) 0,027508 Network 3 443472,9 

 PWXLogger(11) 2,883799  PWXListener(11) 0,028765     

 PWXLogger(12) 2,71834  PWXListener(12) 0,028832     

 PWXLogger(13) 2,74999  PWXListener(13) 0,02796     

 PWXLogger(14) 2,931957  PWXListener(14) 0,028814     

 PWXLogger(15) 2,843569  PWXListener(15) 0,02835     

 PWXLogger(16) 2,795307  PWXListener(16) 0,028094     

 PWXLogger(17) 2,768158  PWXListener(17) 0,026843     

 PWXLogger(18) 2,770189  PWXListener(18) 0,027803     
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8.3.6 ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO 2C 

  

  

  

            

Scenario 2A - 1 second 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 1 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 6,619596721 seconds 

Number of transactions 18   

Number of completed transactions 18   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 4,796288124 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 1,023985  PWXListener(1) 0,007063  Switch 2282,745 

 PWXLogger(2) 0,740209  PWXListener(2) 0,00709  ESB 5825441 

 PWXLogger(3) 0,725695  PWXListener(3) 0,007845  PowerCenter 363,809 

 PWXLogger(4) 1,009962  PWXListener(4) 0,006605  IFS 274437,7 

 PWXLogger(5) 0,62152  PWXListener(5) 0,007333  TeradataDatabase 174227,7 

 PWXLogger(6) 0,640035  PWXListener(6) 0,009154  ExternalOutflow 108,9928 

 PWXLogger(7) 0,768936  PWXListener(7) 0,006894  Users 430348,9 

 PWXLogger(8) 0,792027  PWXListener(8) 0,00744 Network 1 258102,6 

 PWXLogger(9) 0,674619  PWXListener(9) 0,006274 Network 2 211913,1 

 PWXLogger(10) 0,654068  PWXListener(10) 0,006755 Network 3 33697,82 

 PWXLogger(11) 0,728893  PWXListener(11) 0,006352     

 PWXLogger(12) 0,844429  PWXListener(12) 0,007462     

 PWXLogger(13) 0,755823  PWXListener(13) 0,010124     

 PWXLogger(14) 0,664235  PWXListener(14) 0,007034     

 PWXLogger(15) 0,662637  PWXListener(15) 0,008245     

 PWXLogger(16) 0,561304  PWXListener(16) 0,00679     

 PWXLogger(17) 1,079645  PWXListener(17) 0,006817     

 PWXLogger(18) 0,747935  PWXListener(18) 0,00688     
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Scenario 2A - 10 seconds 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 10 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 18,52119585 seconds 

Number of transactions 180   

Number of completed transactions 180   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 3,712032499 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 2,640499  PWXListener(1) 0,028511  Switch 36537,92 

 PWXLogger(2) 2,841943  PWXListener(2) 0,026832  ESB 0 

 PWXLogger(3) 2,488855  PWXListener(3) 0,026193  PowerCenter 1315,095 

 PWXLogger(4) 2,826228  PWXListener(4) 0,02436  IFS 0 

 PWXLogger(5) 2,724738  PWXListener(5) 0,029449  TeradataDatabase 1102370 

 PWXLogger(6) 2,486485  PWXListener(6) 0,02578  ExternalOutflow 0 

 PWXLogger(7) 2,606072  PWXListener(7) 0,027981  Users 17094408 

 PWXLogger(8) 2,467561  PWXListener(8) 0,025239 Network 1 922475,8 

 PWXLogger(9) 2,697343  PWXListener(9) 0,028661 Network 2 412308,9 

 PWXLogger(10) 2,562226  PWXListener(10) 0,024976 Network 3 406686,5 

 PWXLogger(11) 2,535931  PWXListener(11) 0,028725     

 PWXLogger(12) 2,619933  PWXListener(12) 0,027409     

 PWXLogger(13) 2,745875  PWXListener(13) 0,025341     

 PWXLogger(14) 2,481859  PWXListener(14) 0,025521     

 PWXLogger(15) 2,646638  PWXListener(15) 0,026859     

 PWXLogger(16) 2,699027  PWXListener(16) 0,024311     

 PWXLogger(17) 2,759122  PWXListener(17) 0,026221     

 PWXLogger(18) 2,743132  PWXListener(18) 0,026784     
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Scenario 2A - 50 seconds 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 50 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 299,0791306 seconds 

Number of transactions 900   

Number of completed transactions 900   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 220,5665277 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 0,838771  PWXListener(1) 0,007916  Switch 2473,843 

 PWXLogger(2) 0,79699  PWXListener(2) 0,008038  ESB 3,38E+08 

 PWXLogger(3) 0,865386  PWXListener(3) 0,007892  PowerCenter 411,9717 

 PWXLogger(4) 0,802991  PWXListener(4) 0,007984  IFS 454727,8 

 PWXLogger(5) 0,816193  PWXListener(5) 0,008429  TeradataDatabase 247196,7 

 PWXLogger(6) 0,806668  PWXListener(6) 0,00811  ExternalOutflow 127,5155 

 PWXLogger(7) 0,844604  PWXListener(7) 0,007978  Users 2,65E+07 

 PWXLogger(8) 0,791759  PWXListener(8) 0,008267 Network 1 285632,7 

 PWXLogger(9) 0,813184  PWXListener(9) 0,008152 Network 2 296818,5 

 PWXLogger(10) 0,817781  PWXListener(10) 0,008473 Network 3 40876,23 

 PWXLogger(11) 0,810872  PWXListener(11) 0,007897     

 PWXLogger(12) 0,787532  PWXListener(12) 0,008041     

 PWXLogger(13) 0,780285  PWXListener(13) 0,008299     

 PWXLogger(14) 0,840229  PWXListener(14) 0,008266     

 PWXLogger(15) 0,817065  PWXListener(15) 0,008227     

 PWXLogger(16) 0,797863  PWXListener(16) 0,008081     

 PWXLogger(17) 0,844007  PWXListener(17) 0,008136     

 PWXLogger(18) 0,834213  PWXListener(18) 0,008074     
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8.3.7 ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO 3 

  

  

  

            

Scenario 3A - 50 seconds 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 50 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 142,3766848 seconds 

Number of transactions 900   

Number of completed transactions 900   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 57,69244561 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 1,77  PWXListener(1) 0,02  Switch 5742,3535 

 PWXLogger(2) 1,72  PWXListener(2) 0,02  ESB 141585522 

 PWXLogger(3) 1,76  PWXListener(3) 0,02  PowerCenter 834,19852 

 PWXLogger(4) 1,73  PWXListener(4) 0,02  IFS 704625,78 

 PWXLogger(5) 1,76  PWXListener(5) 0,02  TeradataDatabase 412332,78 

 PWXLogger(6) 1,73  PWXListener(6) 0,02  ExternalOutflow 183,40109 

 PWXLogger(7) 1,72  PWXListener(7) 0,02  Users 56964835 

 PWXLogger(8) 1,7  PWXListener(8) 0,02 Network 1 600005,39 

 PWXLogger(9) 1,7  PWXListener(9) 0,02 Network 2 516040 

 PWXLogger(10) 1,76  PWXListener(10) 0,02 Network 3 82670,56 

 PWXLogger(11) 1,69  PWXListener(11) 0,02     

 PWXLogger(12) 1,61  PWXListener(12) 0,02     

 PWXLogger(13) 1,73  PWXListener(13) 0,02     

 PWXLogger(14) 1,72  PWXListener(14) 0,02     

 PWXLogger(15) 1,69  PWXListener(15) 0,02     

 PWXLogger(16) 1,67  PWXListener(16) 0,02     

 PWXLogger(17) 1,7  PWXListener(17) 0,02     

 PWXLogger(18) 1,72  PWXListener(18) 0,02     
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Scenario 3B - 50 seconds 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 50 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 109,0733255 seconds 

Number of transactions 900   

Number of completed transactions 900   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 20,45991463 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 2,21  PWXListener(1) 0,02  Switch 7518,577 

 PWXLogger(2) 2,24  PWXListener(2) 0,02  ESB 16287602 

 PWXLogger(3) 2,3  PWXListener(3) 0,02  PowerCenter 1121,3386 

 PWXLogger(4) 2,3  PWXListener(4) 0,02  IFS 799629,43 

 PWXLogger(5) 2,2  PWXListener(5) 0,02  TeradataDatabase 518269,75 

 PWXLogger(6) 2,24  PWXListener(6) 0,02  ExternalOutflow 245,73359 

 PWXLogger(7) 2,16  PWXListener(7) 0,02  Users 73681236 

 PWXLogger(8) 2,13  PWXListener(8) 0,02 Network 1 783205,12 

 PWXLogger(9) 2,24  PWXListener(9) 0,02 Network 2 786296,2 

 PWXLogger(10) 2,25  PWXListener(10) 0,02 Network 3 110807,72 

 PWXLogger(11) 2,26  PWXListener(11) 0,02     

 PWXLogger(12) 2,24  PWXListener(12) 0,02     

 PWXLogger(13) 2,29  PWXListener(13) 0,02     

 PWXLogger(14) 2,22  PWXListener(14) 0,02     

 PWXLogger(15) 2,24  PWXListener(15) 0,02     

 PWXLogger(16) 2,25  PWXListener(16) 0,02     

 PWXLogger(17) 2,29  PWXListener(17) 0,02     

 PWXLogger(18) 2,21  PWXListener(18) 0,02     
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Scenario 3C - 50 seconds 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 50 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 68,42718098 seconds 

Number of transactions 900   

Number of completed transactions 900   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 10,53696909 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 3,6  PWXListener(1) 0,04  Switch 12704,5 

 PWXLogger(2) 3,59  PWXListener(2) 0,03  ESB 12986777 

 PWXLogger(3) 3,54  PWXListener(3) 0,04  PowerCenter 1785,0984 

 PWXLogger(4) 3,61  PWXListener(4) 0,04  IFS 1082975,1 

 PWXLogger(5) 3,73  PWXListener(5) 0,04  TeradataDatabase 830041,94 

 PWXLogger(6) 3,65  PWXListener(6) 0,04  ExternalOutflow 353,35601 

 PWXLogger(7) 3,62  PWXListener(7) 0,04  Users 58921406 

 PWXLogger(8) 3,58  PWXListener(8) 0,04 Network 1 1248433,6 

 PWXLogger(9) 3,53  PWXListener(9) 0,04 Network 2 1156898 

 PWXLogger(10) 3,6  PWXListener(10) 0,04 Network 3 183025,25 

 PWXLogger(11) 3,53  PWXListener(11) 0,04     

 PWXLogger(12) 3,47  PWXListener(12) 0,04     

 PWXLogger(13) 3,57  PWXListener(13) 0,03     

 PWXLogger(14) 3,53  PWXListener(14) 0,04     

 PWXLogger(15) 3,62  PWXListener(15) 0,04     

 PWXLogger(16) 3,57  PWXListener(16) 0,04     

 PWXLogger(17) 3,57  PWXListener(17) 0,04     

 PWXLogger(18) 3,52  PWXListener(18) 0,04     
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Scenario 3E - 50 seconds 

  
    

  

Input simulated for 50 seconds 

Input ultimately stopped at 1000 seconds 

Actual run time 58,16327086 seconds 

Number of transactions 900   

Number of completed transactions 900   

Percentage of transactions completed 100 % 

Average transfer time 5,849049976 seconds 

Percentage of data transferred within real time requirement 100 % 

            

 PWXLogger(1) 4,303802  PWXListener(1) 0,041291  Switch 13807,19 

 PWXLogger(2) 4,10557  PWXListener(2) 0,041712  ESB 2,72E+07 

 PWXLogger(3) 4,095214  PWXListener(3) 0,040364  PowerCenter 2093,352 

 PWXLogger(4) 4,303618  PWXListener(4) 0,040209  IFS 1372462 

 PWXLogger(5) 4,169026  PWXListener(5) 0,043507  TeradataDatabase 982570,9 

 PWXLogger(6) 4,180553  PWXListener(6) 0,041493  ExternalOutflow 434,0299 

 PWXLogger(7) 4,216402  PWXListener(7) 0,043056  Users 1,75E+07 

 PWXLogger(8) 4,283226  PWXListener(8) 0,040383 Network 1 1468741 

 PWXLogger(9) 4,394039  PWXListener(9) 0,042846 Network 2 1350215 

 PWXLogger(10) 4,174841  PWXListener(10) 0,041215 Network 3 196400,6 

 PWXLogger(11) 4,148543  PWXListener(11) 0,04112     

 PWXLogger(12) 4,206017  PWXListener(12) 0,04157     

 PWXLogger(13) 4,261344  PWXListener(13) 0,044287     

 PWXLogger(14) 4,257094  PWXListener(14) 0,041968     

 PWXLogger(15) 4,041701  PWXListener(15) 0,042198     

 PWXLogger(16) 4,270516  PWXListener(16) 0,042538     

 PWXLogger(17) 4,202273  PWXListener(17) 0,041432     

 PWXLogger(18) 4,151561  PWXListener(18) 0,042309     

  

 
 


